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News In Brief
Venezuelan begins reign as
Miss Universe 1986; USA 2nd
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.1 telethon in the making

FCC: cable
companies
have too
much say

PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) - Venezuela's Barbara
Palacios defeated 76 other young women to begin her yearlong
reign today as Miss Universe 1986, a role that will mean a delay in
her plans to open her own advertising agency.
The 22-year-old account executive was crowned Monday night,
culminating the pageant that brought together 77 young women
from around the world.
Miss United States, Christy Fichtner, 23, of Dallas, was first
runner-up.
Miss Palacios was to meet reporters and photographers in her
hotel suite today for the traditional post-pageant breakfast and
photo session.
The 5-foot-8, 119-pound daughter of actor parents broke down in
tears as she was crowned by Deborah Carthy-Deu of Puerto Rico,
Miss Universe 1985.

Prom .4a14. AP reports

A - -federal court- - decision
allowing cable TV systems.
which include local systems
such as Murray Cablevision
and Bluegrass Cablevision. to
Select the stations they
transmit will ruin the government scheme of assigning TV
channels to ensure that community broadcasters meet
local needs. a Federal Communications commissioner
says.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

LA PAZ, Bolivia - Police ambushes in the remote heartland
have succeeded in netting 18 cocaine -traffickers but U.S.
military-assisted operations in the tropical northeast remain
stymied by bad weather, officials say.
MEXICO PTY - Mexico will sign an agreement with the International Monetary Fund for a major bailout loan that includes
an unprecedented link to the price of oil, the Treasury Department has announced.
RABAT, Morocco - Israel's prime minister, Shimon Peres,
flew here from Tel Aviv and went into sequestered talks with
King Hassan II, a moderate Arab powerbroker. The surprise
visit was the first by any Israeli prime minister in office to any
Arab nation other than Egypt.
WOODS HOLE. Mass. - Explorers in a tiny submarine 12,500
feet below the Atlantic's surface affixed a 20-pound bronze plaque
to the Titanic's stern in memory of 1,513 people who died when
the luxury liner sank in 1912.
BISHOP, Calif. - A severe earthquake and two powerful aftershocks that rumbled across California and parts of Nevada and
Utah wrecked up to 20 homes, cut off a town's water and triggered rockslides in the High Sierra.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan is struggling to retain
control of U.S. policy toward South Africa without bowing to
growing pressure from Congress for tougher action to punish the
white-ruled government in Pretoria.
Today's highlightin history: On July 22, 1934, bank robber John
Dillinger was shot to death by federal agents outside Chicago's
Biograph Theater, where he had just seen the movie "Manhattan
Melodrama." starring Clark Gable. Dillinger's death ended a
14-month crime spree.
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Discussing the technical aspects of the upcoming Civitan Telethon with Murray Cablevision engineer
Alan Fov/ler are Murray Givitan members Larry Dunn,club president R.B. Barton. Prentice Dunn and
publicity chairman Wayne Williams. The telethon, scheduled for Saturday, August 9, will originate
from the television studio at Calloway County High School and from the Cablevision studio. Individuals or groups who wish to perform in the telethon should contact Mrs. Kosell Pool at 753-3757, or Mrs. Ann
Hays at 753-4997 after 4 p.m. All funds generated by the telethon will help finance programs for the mentally and physically handicapped in Murray and Calloway County.
staff photo
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Official says there's no need to worry
about financial aid shortages at MSU
Murray State University
students and parents who fear a
shortage lof money for student
financial aid in 1986-87 are worrying.needlessly.
Proposed federal government
reductions in student aid programs have not become a reali-

Eddyville inmate
injured in beating
Kentucky State Police were
continuing their investigation
into an incident at the Kentucky State Prison at Eddyville in which an inmate
was injured.
David Saylor. 26, an inmate
from Harlin County, was
struck repeatedly by another
Inmate using a blunt object,
state police said.
Saylor was treated and
released from the prison
hospital following the 9:25
a.m. incident Monday.
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In a letter sent to his fellow
commissioners Monday evening, Commissioner James H.
QUello said he wants the FCC
to fight the ruling because it
gave the cable:industry "tdo
much control,over what TV
stations and whiCh local news
shows a viewer can watch.
Quell°, -a former broadcaster, said he wants the
commission to reinstate
"must-carry" rules that require cable TV companies tc
carry on their systems all
local TV stations, and then go
to court and defend the rules.
'Murray Cable -VI-STOW
general manager Vic Muller
said while he is personally opposed to the must-carry rules •
it would have little effect on
the Murray customers.
Muller explained that the stations Murray- Cablevision
would have to carry under the
cable customers. He added
that the capacity of the cable
system in Murray would
allow stations to be added if
necessary without cancelling
any stations already carried
The must-carry rules would
not affect Bluegrass Cablevision customers, according to
Gerald VanTrease because
they also carry the stations
that would be affected by the
rules.
-Our must-carry rules
were constitutional as written." Quello said. He blamed
the FCC for not adequately
explaining to the court the
compelling federal interest in
keeping them.
Quell° said he did not know
if he could get two more votes
((ont'd on page?)
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The McCracken County Circuit Court cast- against Bobby
Allen. former principal at East
Elementary School, was continued to Nov 24'. 19s1; by Judge
Ron Ilamel Monday
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MISS
TOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tito Murray lidgor S.
Times by 5:30. p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 pin Saturday
ore urged to call 733-1116 between .3:30 p.m., and 6 p.m..'
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours - S a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday. II
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

According to Albert Jones.
attornev . the case was
continued because a key witness
was unable to attend yesterday's scheduled session. Jones
said the motion to continue the
trial was by joint agreement between the Commonwealth 'and
the defendant.

Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy.
Low from 65 to 70. Light northeast winds.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
and warm with a 20 percent
chance of thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for hot and humid conditions
Thursday. with a ch‘tgce of
thunderstorms Friday.
'
LAKE LEVELS
358.2
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake
.358.0

Allen has been accused of
shoplifting at Kentucky Oaks
Mall. The charges resulted in
the Calloway County Board of
Education terminating his
t•mployment earlier this ye'ar.
TEACHING TEACHERS - Paula Hill (right), a chemistry teacher at Marshall Count High School,
obsetves the laboratory procedures of teachers (from left) Barbara Wiggins. Graves County: Melissa
Miller, Calloway County; and Mary Sy, Mayfield, partleipants in a workshop for ,JUgh school
chemistry and physipal sclane.",teachervi at Mures*
,tlatordtleskol.rsitsi.. The workshop,sponsored by the
National Science Foundallon. emphasizes chemistry concepts and experiments suitable for pre-college
laboratories. The eight-week workshop, which continlies through Aug. I. is designed for teachers who
wish to improve their backgrounds in the fundamentals of chemintr.. and who seek to incorporate more
laboratory experiments into the courses they teach. Twenty-four teachers from the Murray State area
are participating in the workshop. funded through a $101.083 • grant from the National Science
Foundation.

Posers immissmoom

t.

A civil suit filed by Allen
against the board and Supt. Jack
Rose is pending in Calloway Circuit •Cluirt. Allen; in the cAl'
suit is asking the'court to overturn the board's decision: Circuit Judge John Clay
Lovett is expreterEto.issue a'rul inkon the civil suit by August 15,
according to,court records.

•
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State police commissioner
to set initial inquiry agenda
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Four members of the special
committee that will evaluate the
Kentucky State Police say they
will let Commissioner Morgan
Elkins set their initial agenda,
but they may take it upon
themselves to broaden their
review.
The Kentucky State Police Administrative and Management
Evaluation Committee will hold
its first meeting Friday morning
to receive Elkins' charge.
Elkins has said he will ask the
five-member committee to examine most of the internal
operations of the state police, including policy -making,
disciplinary procedures, selection and training of officers, the
promotion system and the
operations of the forensic
laboratory.

tat
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A wade through the water
Teddy Delaney and Jimmy Delaney wade through part of Clarks River to recover a stolen Ledger a:
Times news stand. The stand was reported missing from the Minit Mart on 1."-S 641 North on July 15 and
was found by Jackie Hoke, uncle of news carrier Greg Bennett, on Squire Ford Road. A reward is being
offered for an arrest and conviction in the incident.
-- —
Washington created a "serious
imbalance by giving the cable
industry inordinate control over
the broadcast services," Quell°
(Cont'd from page 1)
said, when it overturned the
to get a proposal past the fivecommission's must-carry rules
member commission. The issue
in July 1985.
is set for an FCC vote by Aug. 7.
The court ruled the freeBoth Muller and Vantrease
speech clause of the Constitution
personally oppose reinstating
forbids the government from
the must-carry rules. "You can
telling a cable company what
provide a better service if you
programs it must transmit.
control what you carry:l. VanThe commission, with Quell°
trease said
in the minority, voted not to-ap- Muller „said, he believes the
peal tht decision to the Supreme
rules defeat the -whole purpose
Court.
of cable" which is alternative
The appeals court invited the
programming. He also feels that• commission to recast the rule in
the rules are a -violation of
a way that satisfies the reFirst Amendment rights.' He
quirements of the Constitution
adds that larger metropolitan, and said that the commission'
areas will have more problems
has not demonstrated an
than places such as Murray and
tant or substantial federal inMayfield if the rules are
terest in the rule.
reinstated.
Quello said the fact that all of
- The U.S. Court of Appeals in
the members of the House

fmi)or,

telecommunications subcommittee have signed a letter urging afe commission to reinstate
some version of the rules proves
a substantial federal interest.
'We actually license these
stations to serve their area.''
Quell° said. Without Must-carry
rules, he argues, cable company
owners "become the
gatekeeper."
"When a private entity inserts
itself, so it can prevent.that set%
vice, it has impermissibly interfered with, a substantial or
important government interest." Quell° argued.
He said he feared viewers will
be forced to "watch local news
only on stations selected by the
cable system."
, Public broadcast stations,
which were not involved in the
deal. opposed the compromise
because it would allow public
stations to be dropped

Wierray Ledger & Times

Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only
$400
per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Only $4
Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

Register to win a
FREE

RCA

19"
Color Television

The first 1000 subscribers to
apply for Daily Delivery are eligible
in a drawing to win a FREE 19"
RCA Color TV from Ward-Elkins.

Name
Address
• city -

Box No.
State

•

Zip
For More Information Call 753-1916

Phan'(
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

Elkins pledged last week that
"there.will be no manipulation"
of the committee and its
members may delve into any
facet of the state police that attracts their interest.
Three of the four members of
the committee interviewed said
they agree with Elkins that the
agency is basically sound.
James King, vice president
for administration at the
University of Kentucky, said he
accepted the appointment to the
committee "with the feeling that
overall it is a very fine agency."
John Klotter. a former dean of
the School of Police Administration at the University of
Louisville, said the committee's
work will not become a witch
hunt.
"I don't believe in the idea of
trying to find fault with an agency unless you have some remedy
or some altetnative," Klotter
said.
Henry Meigs, a former judge
of the Franklin Circuit Court
who now practices law in
Louisville, said he expects *the
committee wilt go where the
'evidence leads.
-"I don't think there's anything
in the mind of the commissioner
or anyone else in the department
to put a choke on this thing,"
Meigs said.
King agreed that the commit-

Murder suspect's
attorney files writ
asking court to rule
no crime committed
PRINCETON, Ky. ( AP ) —
The lawyer for the prime
suspect in an Indianapolis
restaurant manager's slaying
has filed a motion saying officials were unable to
demonstrate a crime had been
committed because Indiana officials failed to attend the
suspect's extradition hearing.
The writ of habeas corpus, filed Monday in Caldwell Circuit
Court. will he considered at a
hearing later this week or early
next week, said Rob Embry, attorney for Harmon Gray.
"The writ filed today says officials didn't establish a crime
had been committed," Embry
said.
Gray, 54, was arrested June 22
in Princeton, Ky.. in connection
with the Nov. 17 robbery of an
Indianapolis McDonald's
restaurant and the slaying of ts
manager, DeWayne F. Bible, 24.
Caldwell District Court Judge
William G. McCaslin issued an
extradition .warrant after a July
14 hearing.

tee will take up whatever it
deems appropriate.
"Looking at the members. I
don't think there will be any
reluctance to delve into any
area." King said.
Joetta Wickliffe, a Harrodsburg banker, said she did
not wish to comment on the committee until the Friday meeting.
Kentucky State University
President Raymond Burse, the
final member of the panel, is on
vacation and could not be reached for comment.
Only Klotter among those contacted had any ideas about what
specific items the committee
might consider.
Klotter said the internal affairs apparatus, by which the
state police investigates itself,
should be reviewed and said he
also believed that training is an
important area.
Klotter and others were uncer-

tain whether individual state
police officers, especially those
of lower rank, would be questioned about their feelings on the
agency.
"Are we looking at the administration or the organizational structure or internal
operations?" Klotter asked. "If
we are looking at morale, then
we would have to talk to some of
the lower ranks."
Elkins has said he believes
morale is high among sworn
personnel, except on the subject
of salaries for less-experienced
officers.
Klotter said if individual
troopers are quizzed, "I think
we would have to interview
them in confidence."
Elkins has asked that the committee complete its work within
60 days, but the members interviewed said they would spend
more time if warranted.

Pediatrician joins Austin
in practice, MCCH staff
Dr. Keith Meyer, 33, a
pediatrician, has joined the
medical staff of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
will maintain offices with Dr.
Clegg Austin in the Walnut
Plaza Office Complex in
downtown Murray.
A native of Memphis, Tenn.,
Dr. Meyer graduated from the
University of Tennessee at
Knoxville with a degree in
biology. Hit medical degree,
received in 1981, was earned,at
the University of Tennessee
Medical School at Memphis.
Following a year of surgical
internship at Savannah, Ga., he
completed a residen.cy in
pediatrics at Le Bonheur
Children's Hospital'in Memphis
and was in private practice in a
clinic there before coming to
Murray.
Mrs. Meyer is the former

1

Dr. Keith Meyer
Renee HoOten of Memphis and
they have two children, Paul, 2
1/2, and Ryan, three months old.
They are making their home at
1623 Loch Lomond in Murray.

TVA schedules sessions to seek
input from public on rate review
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
is seeking public input in its rate
review process and will host
seven sessions across the region
for ratepayers' comments. TVA
officials said .
TVA will present Its
preliminary rate review for
fiscal 1987 during a board
meeting July 30, and the day
afterward will begin holding
public sessions for comment,
W.R. Steverson, TVA
spokesman, said in a news
release.
Each of the following sessions
is set to begin at 6:30 p.m. local
time, Steverson said:
— July 31, McGavock High
School, Nashville.
— Aug. 5, Calhoun State
Junior College, Decatur, Ala.
— Aug. 6, Itawamba Junior
College, Tupelo, Miss.
— Aug. 11, Hopkinsville Community College, Hopkinsville,
Ky.
— Aug. 12, TVA Chattanooga

Office Complex Auditorium.
— Aug. 18, Pink Palace
Museum theater, Memphis.
— Aug. 19, City Hall, Bristol,
Va.
Those who cannot attend the
sessions and who want to voice
their comments may call the
federal utility's toll-free Citizens
Action Lines between 6 p.m. and
8 p.m. EDT each Monday beginning Aug. 4 until Aug. 29. TVA
officials said.
The telephone numbers are
1-800-362-9250 for Tennessee
residents and 1-800-251-9242 for
those living outside of
Tennessee.
A final 1987 rate review will be
presented to the TVA board during its Aug. 29 meeting, and the
new rates would become effective Oct. 2, Steverson said.
TVA provides electricity to 2.8
million customers in Tennessee
and parts of Virginia. Kentucky,
Alabama, Mississippi, North
Carolina and Georgia.

Panel looking to state development

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP
—
vice president for public affairs
Kentucky needs to develop a
at Jerrico Inc. in Lexington and
consistent and long-ter-m
chairman of the group.
development plan that will surMost of the men are directors
of the Kentucky Chamber of
Marion County, Ind., vive successive gubernatorial
Commerce. and they call their
authorities admittedly forgot to changes, according to a group of
strategy "Project 21" — looking
attend the hearing. "The war- business leaders hoping to
21 years ahead to the turn of the
rant section just let it slip," said achieve major improvements in
century.
Marion County detective Lt. the state's education and
economy.•.
"We've mostly done a lot of
Jerry Cooper.
The 12 Kentucky business
brainstorming so far," said Dick
Embry said that if Caldwell
Boyd, public relations manager
Circuit Court Judge Willard B. leaders have spent the last six
for Westvaco Corp. in Wycliffe,
Paxton should rule against the months working on a blueprint
Ky., and a member of the
writ, the next step would be to for the state, hoping to achieve
chamber's executive
appeal to the Kentucky Court of their goals by the year 2000.
"I would think we might
committee.
Appeals.
become the people who would
I3ible was 'killed by a gunshot
push, prod and nudge, to tell
would to the head after he urged
people this is what we think is
the holdup men to exchange him
good for the commonwealth and
for a female employee who had
this is where we ought to be gobeen taken hostage. Another
ing." said Bruce Cotton. senior
A 19-year-old Kirksey man
defendant in the case, Lawrence
and
a juvenile have been arC. Gregory. 35. Is being held in
rested by the Murray Police
the Marion County jail.
Department and charged with
Gray is being held in the
burglary and theft
Caldwell County Jail in
According to MeD Detective
Princeton. An extradition warCharles Peeler. Michael Snyder
rant has been issued charging
and the juvenile were arrested
Several vehicles were broken
him with murder, robbery, conin connection with a recent
into last night in parking lots at
spiracy to commit robbery, conbreak-in at Overby Honda in
Barkley
according
Dam
to
Kenfinement annd carry a handgun
which a quantity of parts were
tucky State Police.
without a license:
allegedly stolen. •
Among items taken in the
The only Witness who did show
Snyder was charged with third
break-ins were tackle boxes,
up. for the extradition hearing coolers and assorted tools, a
degree burglary, theft of properwas Kentucky- State Police KSP spokesman reported.
ty valued at more than $IN anti
detective • Jerry Adams. He
The break-ins, which occurrefl third degree criminal mischief.
testified that fingerprint around 9 p.m. Monday, involved `The juvenile was also charged
samples sent from Indiana mat. cars in parking lots both below
with third degree burglary and
ched those taken from Gray and above the dam, the theft of property valued al more
than $100, Peeler said.
spokesman said.
When he was arrested.

Murray police
make two arrests

Cars vandalized
at Barkley Dam

.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

After a lifetime of building bridges,
homes and maintenance, he retired at 78

If you haven't been to see the
can be substantially acNational Scouting Museum yet.
celerated. Kelsey points to
you should. First of all, it is a
studies conducted over the last
delight. Those who have seen it
six to eight years pinpointing
almost invariably react in the
who goes to museums and why.
same way: surprise at the quanInvariable, more than half of the
tity and quality of exhibits and
annual visitation at successful
programs. They are impressive.
"I don't guess I'll do much of
museums are persons who have
Again and again we hear "It's
anything other than walk around
attended at least once in the
-so different and so much more
prior two years. And nearly 90 a little bit."
interesting than we expected."
That's Tommy Lavender's
percent of the remainder come
We hear it from Scouters and
plans for retirement which he
as a result of being personally
non-Scouters alike. Robert
finally got around to at age 78.
taken or told about the museum
Untch, recently retired as one of
by friends or acquaintances who Tommy has just retired after 23
BSA's top planners and program
years as maintenance
have been there themselves
developers, describes the
The Scouting Museum does not superintendent with the Murray
museum's 3606 theater as •"the
yet have a two-year backlog- of Housing Authority. He was with
best audio-visual production we
visitors to return themselves. it when the first of its present 196
have ever done." A nonunits were built in 1963.
bring friends and relatives or to
Scouting-related visitor attenThese were on Nash Drive.
promote it by word of mouth.
ding the museum with local
South 9th and Broad Streets and
But we can speed that process.
relatives was surprised to find
It is in our interest to do so, on Cherry and Pine Streets in
exhibit techniques which matchnortheast Murray. Only he and
first as a matter of community
ed the best they had seen at EPpride. We beat the naysayers L.D. Miller were on the
COT and several outstanding urAuthority's payroll at the time.
and the odds in getting the
ban museums.
museum and keeping it. We can
L.D. was the director and
It is surprising, therefore, the
beat them in operating it. We
Tommy in charge of
hear about so many local
can see to it that the museum
maintenance. The Authority's
residents who haven't been to
grows more quickly and
original board, the one that
see the museum yet. We can
vigorously than even the best
hired them, was made up of Dr.
understand that many have just
museums elsewhere. Its success
William Nash, E.W. Riley, L.W.
been busy since the museum
is our success, and that will colPaschall and D.L. Divelbiss.
recently opened. We also
or all of our attitudes about our
Holmes Ellis was mayor then.
recognize that neither Scouting
community.
too, and was an ex officio
nor museums appeal to
It is in our interest to speed the
member.of the board.
everyone: but we think even
museum's growth for simple
Dr. Nash was a dean out at
these folks would be pleasantly
economic reasons. The more
Murray State. Mr. Riley was a
surprised by a visit. Less
quickly it grows, the more
grocetyman, Mr. Paschall
understandable are two
quickly our gas stations,
operated Paschall Truck Lines
negative ideas we've heard.
restaurants, motels, and other
and Divelbiss was an engineer
busines
ses will benefit.
Some are surprised that the
at the Tappan stove plant.
What can we, the citizens of
museum charges an admission
Since then. Tommy has seen
the community, do? Several
fee. Some museums are "freethe project grow to include units
things. The museum staff and
- unless, of course, we count
designers have produced state- on Ellis Drive. Riley Court, Hurt
taxes which support them in lieu
Drive, on First Street and on
of-the-art exhibits which are
of admission fees. The Scouting
entertaining, educational and' LaFollette Drive.
Museum charges $4.50 for
- • • •
significant — nationally signifigeneral adult admission, $3.50
For the past 15 years. A.B.
cant.
It
remain
s
for
us
to
enjoy
• for youth ages 6 to 12 (under 6
Tabers has been helping Tommy
them personally and to spread
free),$3 per person-for groups of
maintain the units, and four
the
word.
The
museum
staff
and
six or more. Annual individual
years ago. Ronald Burkeen jointhe Murray State University:adand family memberships are
ministration cannot visit the-' ed them.
_
available for $15 arid $25 respecThrough the years, Tommy.
museum for us, and they cannot
tively, which offer unlimited adA.B. and, of late. Ronald have
spread the word alone. We can
mission and other benefits.
cleaned
.
and repainted the unitS
and
must
become
museum
White you can -do" the museum
as their occupants changed.
ambass
adors.
in an hour or -two, it actually
They've mowed the grass and
There are enormous opportakes 10 to- 12 hours to do
trimmtra the shrubs. They've
tunities
ahead
of
us.
Next
year
everything in each exhibit just
replated- broken windows and
the
Scoutin
g
Museu
m will hold
once completely. That's not a
doors, and they've taken care of
its
nationa
dedicat
l
ion
for
the
bad value compared to inall the appliance, electrical and
purpose of focusing public attendividual adult admissions
plumbing repairs needed.
tion on the museum's role in
elsewhere: $3.50 for a local
In his 23 years with the
helping
both
Murray
State
movie, $5—$6 for a Racer
University and the Boy Scouts of' Authority. Tommy saw only two
Basketball or football game. $13
of the units damaged by fire.
America achieve their distincfor a museum such as Colonial
The roofs on some had to be
tiVe missions. It will be attended
Williamsburg. $15 for Qpryland.
replaced after hailstorms. "Aw.
by national and international
$21 for Disney World (adult or
we didn't have any trouble keeppolitical celebrities, cultural
child). Indeed, it's not a bad
ing busy," he chuckled the other
and educational specialists, and
value compared with the price
day. He had just been honored
hundreds of Scouts from all over
of a bag of ice, a haircut, or the
by the residents of the project
America. Down the road a few
cost of any meal out.
years
There
_could_b
e
someth
ing
- The- second - -faulty - ldea frit
even grander: the National
delaying a visit to the museum is
Council of the Boy Scouts of
that it isn't complete. The truth
America has just initiated a
is that it will never be finished —
study to determine the feasibiliby design. It will change and
ty of a permanent site for the
grow year in and year out. DurNational Jamboree.
ing this preview season, the
The opportunities are at hand.
Scouting Museum offers 22.000
We need to seize them. We have
square feet of exhibits and proto organize and work to realize
grams compared with 14,500 at
them. Get out to the museum.
its old site. Next year the
Talk it up. Bring others to see it.
museum will offer Several thouGet involved with one of the
sand square feet more. Many of
museum's community task
the things presented this year
forces you'll be hearing about in
will be changed next year.
the weeks ahead. Like Scouting.
Waiting for "completion" is a
it will be fun with a purpose.
losing cause; it makes more
sense to say "see it now or miss
it."

and his friends at a retirement
reception at Ellis Center.
The director of the project today is Mary Warren Oatman,
whose husband, Garland was an
enginner on the city's new
sewage disposal plant project.
• • •
Tommy in not a native
Calloway Countian. He was born
one of six children "and a bunch
of step-brothers and sisters" on
a farm near Macon in Wilkerson
County, Ga.
After his mother and father
died in 1917 and 1918. he left
school at age- 14 and went into
construction work, continuing to
live at the old home place.
One of his first jobs was with a
Montgomery. Ala., company
which built some of the big
hotels and commercial buildings
on Florida's Gulf Coast from
Panama City to Mobile.
He was with the Montgomery
firm for 12 years. During this
time, he worked on major projects all over the country. One of
these was the construction in
1931 of a new U.S. Post Office in
Murray, Ky.
"We got 50 cents an hour in
those days. but that was good
wages in those days," he smiled.
"There was a Depression on,
and it was mighty good just .to
have a job even if we did have to
work eight hours a day six days
While at work on the post *Office, which is now the Robert 0.
Miler Courthouse Annex at the
comer of Maple and South 4th
Strets, he ,was at a friend's
home when he met, the young
lady who for the past 54 years
Ilab been -his wife. She-is The former Hilda Page,
daughter of the late Jim and
Laura Page. Oscar Holland,
Ty's father had a truck business
hauling between Murray and
Paducah, and Hilda's father
drove for him.
They had lived in Graves County. but had moved to Murray and were living on the corner of South 9th and Pine Streets
across from Robert O. and Pat
Miller's home today. Dr. Will
and Dr. Ora Mason lived there
then, and were her family's
doctors
For a number of years, Tom-
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Looking Back
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I PAY NO
TAXES.

Attendance at the museum,
thus far, has been good and
growing steadily. But it is not in
the interest of Murray and
Western Kentucky to be complacent. We have much to lose
financially and otherwise by not
promoting attendance every
way possible. Museum Director,
Darwin Kelsey. says initial
Scout Museum attendance
seems to be following the classic
growth pattern of most successful major museums:
modest first-year attendance
followed by a growth of 10 to 15
percent annually to some
relatively high plateau. At the
museum where Kelsey worked
prior to coming to Murray. firstyear attendance was 5,000
visitors: when he left, it was
over 500,000 a year.
The typical growth pattern

my continued to work for the
"And that was stricIty under.
Alabama builders, as he and
Ronald's supervision,
Hilda moved about and livedin
lairghed:remembering how parapartments in many parts of the
ticular the late funeral dire -tor
country. .
was on details.
From the post office job, they
• • •
went to Pennsylvania and to
Tommy and Hilda live today
New York, where he worked his
about three miles east of town on
last major job with the
280 in the first _home they .ever
Alabarnans.
owned. They build it almost hy
When they decided it was time
themselves about four years
to settle down, they returned to
ago. Until then, they had lived in
Calloway County. "That was a rented house on Olive
Blvd.
home to Hilda. and I liked the
owned by the late Opal
place," he said, explaining the
McCuiston.
decision.
Their son. Jerry Don, is a
• • •
graduate of Murray State, and is
He and Denny Smith, a retired
a chemist with the Air Reduccarpenter who still lives here
tion plant at Calvert City. His
ans who is in the same Sunday son, Mark, their only
grandSchool class at First Baptist
child, is 25 and an architectural
Chruch as Tommy, became
student at the University of
close friends. They worked on
Kentucky.
many construction jobs
At one time. Tommy held two
together, including a flood wall
union cards. He first was in the
in Indiana. before Tommy went
brick masons' union. but When
to work for the Housing
the carpenters began to -ma ke
Authority.
more money, he also joined
Together, they helped the late
them.
Wallace Key build the bridge
He still maintains his
over the Ohio River at
membership in Local 1734 of the
Owensboro, building the forms Carpenters' Union. but
his
into which concrete support building days are a thing of
the
pillars were poured. They were
past. "Aw. I might build a few
paid $1.30 per hour. Today. cabinets about the house
capenters get $12 or more an sometimes." he drawled.
hour. They also worked on
They are going to miss Toni another bridge over the Green
my over in the housing project.
River at Livermore.
where so many elderly people
There are homes all over Mur- depended upon' him to
help
rartoday that they built. Among thent. .The Housing Authori
ty.
them are those of former Circuit direclors already have named
Judge James Lassites-arKWAsftonala- Burk een to fill
e
John C. Querter
.
:mous on Wells vacancy cause'd by pis
Blvd. They. also built the home retirement.
on the Lynn Grove Highway in
"Aw-. -I'm not going to just
which Dr. John R. Quertermous walk off and leave thern.''_Itim•
and his family lives today. my smiled. "Like I said,
although They built it originally to get out and walk _around
a bit
.for Lester Burkeen.
now and then, and I'll be wa lkThey also built the homes of ing around over there making
the late Ace McReynolds and sure they are being taken
care
Wens Purdom, Sr., on North of. There are some good folks in
10th Street, as well as L.D. those units."
Miller's on Sycamore. There are
many others to which the two of
them can point with pride.
They probably are best
remembered, however, as local
builders for having built the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home at the
Ten,;ears ago
Murray State University will
corner of Maple and South 3rd
Streets for the late Ronald W. dedicate and officially_ name. its
Churchill. whose father founded administration building in honor
of its fifth president. Dr. Harry
the business.
M. Sparks.
Anne Gregory, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Gregory.
has been chosen to represent the
Western Region in State High
School Piano Contest in
November in Lexington as part
of KMTA annual convention.
Miss Shirley Ann Thompson.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Thompson of Princeton.
and David Stanley Wall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Wall of .Murray, were married June 5 at
First Baptist Church Chapel.
Princeton.
Robert A. Pinkston of Murray
has been named to Beta Gamma
Sigma honor society at Universi
ty of Kentucky. Lexington.
Twenty years ago .
Glenn McCuiston is pictured
with Senior Champion and
Grand Champion-in- the cattle
show at Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
Jay Lockhart will speak at a
gospel meeting at Union Grove
Church of Christ. July 24-31
Ralph Ray and Charles Nanny
will conduct'the ginging. —
A 1954 Nash car was stolen the
$17
night of July 19 from near
Wisehart's Store on Highway- 121
South, New Concord Road. according to Calloway County
Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield.
Officers were named yesterday in closing session of 73rd annual meeting of Baptist
Women's Missionary and
Educational Convention vatich
was held at St. John Missionary
visor for an idled steel plant. a
Baptist Church. Murray.
hospital administrator who lost
Thirty years ago
his job in a corporate takeover,
Calloway County tobacco
an oil company lawyer left
growers have until July 31 to
jobless by the slump in that
qualify land for acreage reserve
industry.
payments by plowing or distal*
"By and large, these are peo. their, tobacco crop. according to
ple who have never had to look
Q.D. Wilson. chairman of
for work," Ream saysCalloway County ASCS
Sandy Mills. 42. is one such
committee.
person.
Prof. and Mrs. John C. Winter
"Everything's changing so
attende
d a perforinance of
much I have to look at other
"Wilderness Road" at Berea
alternatives if I.expect to have a
recently.
positive future," says Mills. a
The Rev. Clyton DeBard of
former marketing, manager in
Ashland is speaker at a revival
the,
industry, which has
meeting at Locust Grove Church
bei.n beset by financial
•
the Nazarene al.KickSey. The
of
probltmt.
Rev. W.S. Jones _ is' church
."I've thaneed jobs before, but
pastor.
now it's different." Mills said
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hays of
Wednesday. "It's not just a matArtesia, N.M., have been the
ter of picking up the phone, callguests of his uncle and aunt. Mr.
ing a few friends and finding out
and Mrs. Otry Paschall.
what\slots are available."

ATTENTION.
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By Roger Gillott

Baby Boomers reaching mid-life career crises
:17.R2
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LOS ANGELES I AP — Baby
Boomers often are characterized as clinging obsessively 'to
youth, but one can hold back the
clock only so long.
As a result, some,of the older
Boomers — those born during
the post-World War II decade —
have begun trickling into the
ranks of Forty Plus, a self-help
organization for out-of-work.
middle-age executives.
Baby Boomers make up about
35* percent of the nation's
workforce of 116.3 ,million, up
substantially from 1976. when
they constituted about 27 percent of a 'workforce of 94.9
million.
The norniprOfit Forty Plus
organization has 13 chapters in
the United States, Canada and
England. each operating independently. The first chapter
was founded in Nem: York in
•

1939. The Los Angeles-based
Forty Plus of Southern California was founded in 1946. the first
year of the Baby Boom. A
chapter in Oakland, Calif.. was
formed in 1969.
"We are just starting to see
younger people coming." says
Rod Ream. a 44-year-old
management consultant whd is
president of the Los Angeles
chapter.
So far, he says, about a dozen
people in their early 40s or
younger — the average group
member is in the mid- to
upper-40s — have joined the
organization's 200 .members,
who swap contacts, tips on
presenting themselves to potential employers and advice on
how to write resumes.
Their backgrounds are as
diverse as those who preceded
them: A maintenance super-

•
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Program about Dr. Hortin given for P.E.O.
The final meeting of 350 students in this ex- presented to the chapter
the 1985-86 year of clusive two-year college president, Mrs. Robert
Chapter M of the P.E.O. for women which is own- Bryan.
sisterhood was held ed by the P.E.O.
Following the annual
Saturday. July 19, in the Sisterhood in Nevada. theme of -Unusual PerSigma Sigma Sigma Mo.
sons. Places and
Sorority house with
Mrs. Ho -ward Things," Mrs. Frank A.
Miss Mary Lindsey as Titsworth and Mrs. Stubblefield chose an
hostess. She was Harry Sparks, yearbook unusual person. the hus.t,sisted by her mother. committee members, band of one of Chapter
Mrs Alfred Lindsey Jr. presented the new M's own members for
Devotions based on 19 86 - 8 7 program her program
.the 17th chapter . of The - -booklets. -Miss Ann Her- presentation.
gospel of John were led ron. state P.E.O.
Mrs. Stubblefield told
by Mrs. Harlan Hodges. historian, displayed of the life and work of
iN report was received yearbooks from other L.J. Hortin. an outstanfrom the International chapters in the state.
ding citizen of Murray.
Educational Loan Fund
A guest. Mrs. R.O. retired journalism prooffice regarding a loan Stone of Richmond. Va., fessor from both Ohio
- which had - -been spon- brought greetings from University and Murray
sored by Chapter M. her Chapter R. of that State University.
made to a local city.
Her program was enrecipient.
The hostess gift was thusiastically received
The chapter chairman
for Coney College
brought current items of
interest, stating that annual tuition is now $4.400
which includes all fees.
board and room and
private music lessons.
Enrollment is limited to
The Thursday Ladles' Tennis Group of Murray
Country Club will play Thursday, July 24, at 8:30
a.m. at the club courts. Players are asked to
please note the change in time. The lineup is as
follows: Court One — Sharon Brown, Cindi
Cohoon. Shirley Homra and Emmy Edwards;
Court Two — Brenda Marquardt, Bobbie
Weatherly, Wilda Purdom and Frances Hulse;
Court Three — Sharon Wells, Joni Billington,
Lois Keller and Jeanetta Williams.
A Frightening
Comedy

and she concluded by
saying "that few men
can look back over the
years and recall a more
meaningful and
distinguiOed record of
service to his fellow
man than can Dr.
Hortin."
Mrs. Stubblefield expressed her appreciation to M.C. Garrott for
his assistance in compiling information for her
program.
The following is the
presentation by Mrs.
Stubblefield given at the
Saturday meeting
DR. L.J. HORTIN
"I have observed that
we on this planet just go

this way once. and I
have found that it costs
very little more to go
first class."
Thil, long has been the
philosophy of Dr. L.J.
Hortin. retired chairman of the Department
of Journalism at Murray State University
and a member of the
University of Kentucky's Journalism Hall
of Fame.
First class has been
Dr. Hortin's only mode
of travel since he
became a teacher at the
age of 18.
He was a teacher
before he was a
newspaper reporter. His
(Coned on page 10)
,
.
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Varsity Cheerleaders for 1986-87 at Murray High School who won honors at a
recent UCA camp are,from left, back row, Allison Carr, Stephanie Bartlett,
Cheryl Billington, middle row, Melissa Gray, captain, Christi West, Tisha
Morris, captain, front row, Jennifer Rayburn and Leisa Capo.

DATEBOOK

Tennis play Thursday
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Tennis event scheduled

Murray Country Club's Ladies Day Tennis
Tournament will began the week of July 28. Play
will start at 6 p.m. each evening. Ladies that are
interested in playing in the tournament from any
of the groups should sign up by Friday, July 25.
Pairings for the tournament,will be posted Saturday. For more information call Martha Andrus,
753..3862, or Gayle Foster. 753-0693.
_

MON SAT 11 ...,,.-1O p.m
SUN A. HOL 1p... lop ,
.'

OVIES TO GO
Chestnut Street 753-3314

McCutcheon recuperating
at home after an accident
Miss Jill McCutcheon,
nine-year-old daughter
of Mrs Rue Rabatin of
Clearwater, Fla. And
Gene McCutch

Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday,
July 24. at 7 p.m. at First Unite-do- Methodist
Church. The group will carpool-to the Kenlake
Music Barn at Aurora. Dessert will be served
later at Blewe's. For information call Dick at
436-2174, Ruth at 753-3735 or Linda at 753-9414.

Church plans singing
A gospel singing at Independence United
Methodist Church, located east of Almo off
Highway 464, will be Saturday, July 26, at 7 p.m.
The featured singing group will be The
Neighbors Quartet.

Bogard now at his home
Ralph Bogard is now recuperating at his home
on Edinborough Drive after having undergone
open heart surgery at St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.

Patients dismissed
SPIES LIKE US
WHITE NIGHTS
BACK TO THE FUTURE
JEWEL Of THE POLE

The Compassionate Parent Support Group will
meet Thursday, July 24, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Health Center, North Seventh and Olive
Streets. Thomas Muehlemirn Ph.D. of
Muehleman Psychological Consulting Services
will be the guest speaker. He will speak about
"The Stages of Grief." The Mayfield group will
join the Murray group for this meeting. Lillian
Robertson, GLPN, coordinator for the group,
urges all members and interested persons to
attend.

Singles plan event

Local persons recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, include Marilyn McCuiston, Debbie Daniels and Kevin D'Angelo.

.\/.14 %Kim NI,

Parent group will meet

Shriners plan meeting
Murray Shrine Club will meet Thursday, July
24, at The Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn. Dinner
will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the meeting
at 7 p.m., according to George E. Poole,
spokesman for the club.

Jill MeCutcheon

thodonist for some time.
According to the family,
tharges are pending
against the driver of the
McCutcheon
earned
number of
honors in her third
grade at Sandy Lane
Elementary School.
Honors she acquired
included the Gold Medal
for Excellence in
Citizenship. She also
was awarded certificates for good spelling, participation in the
third grade spelling bee,
perfect attendance, participating in the Suncoast Very Spcial Arts
Festival participant.
Dunedin Recreation
Division, proficiency for
the Yellow Belt at the
Professional Karate
Center, and for "doing a
Whale of A Job" in
Marine Biology.
She was one of six
children in the third
grade of her school to
participate in a special
advanced class composed of students from over
the city.

Junior Varsity Cheerleaders for 1988-87 at Murray High School wo won
honors at a recent UCA camp are, from left, back row, Candace Clark, Lisa
Rexroat, captain, middle row, Lauri Perrin, Kelli Massey, Holly Brown,
front row, Angela Whited, captain, and Cindy Spann.
•
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Hazel, and granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Williams of
Murray, is recuperating
from an accident which
occurred on the last day
of her school year. She
was struck by an
automobile as she was
crossing the street.
She suffered a fractured jaw, a concussion
and damaged ear drum
and lost four teeth from
the impact. She is expected to be under the
NEW YORK lATh —
care of a doctor and or- Black is turning up on
Murray High School Cheerleaders display the ribbons and trophies they won
fashionable tabletops.
at the ('CA Clieerleading Camp at Carbondale, Ill.
As versatile as white,
it can be formal and
traditional; it can make
a strong contemporary
statement. or it can
Varsity and Junior cellent and superior rib- dance classes.- gymeven go high-style coun- Varsity Cheerleaders at
bons on evaluations of nastics and partner
try, says Better Homes Murray High School athome cheer, clamp stunt instruction. The
and Gardens.
tended the UCA cheer and sidelines.
camp staff emphasized
SbrrieLlriis an accent, Cheerleading Camp, JuSponsors attending safety and leadership
often the main attrac- ly 8-11. at Southern Il- were Judy
Muehleman aspects of being a
tion, black allows for linois University, and Lanette Hopkins.
cheerleader.
striking food presenta- Carbondale.
Each MHS squad won
Following the final
tions, it says.
Each squad won ex- evaluation on
the camp a spirit stick daily, as
cheer and sideline, each well as-eh the final day.
squad was chosen (to At the final awards
be) in the top five of ceremony the squads
their respective groups. were recognized by the'
other squads as the
The Murray squads squad having the best
were awarded superior overall attitude, spirit
trophies for the ac- and participation during
complishments in the the camp.
two categories (camp
This "Master Key to
cheer and sideline).
Spirit" award is the
Daily, the squads par- highest honor recognizticipated in ed by the UCA camp
cheer'sideline classes. staff.

Black now
on tabletops

Cheerleaders win honors

"Quality Makes The Difference"

Pork Ribs
Special $6.95

Wolff System
Tanning Center
announces
the most EXCITING
and INNOVATIVE

Thursday Night Only

approach to exercise!

(Includes salad bar, potato,
baked beans and bread)

Watch for our
GRAND
OPENING
SOON!

"All The Pork Ribs You Can Eat.

Tor More
Information:
Call
753-9653

r
We are pleased to announce
that Nancy Fike, bride-elect of
Robert Passino, has selected
her bedding and bath accessories from our bridal
registry. Nancy and Robert will
be married August 30.

JCPenney
ewer
Murray Kentucky

759-1400

•
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Blind youngsters being
taught surfing at school
MALIBU. Calif. (AP)
- Blind youngsters who
have learned to water
ski, skindive and play a
softball-type game called beepball are now be.
trig taught to catch a
wave without seeing it.
Teaching blind
youngsters to surf
presented unsuspected
surprises for surfing instructor Ted Silverberg.
who says he was amazed at their fearlessness
and skill in the
breakers.
-Next time' yoli-r
down at the beach, close

your eyes and listen
the sound of a crashing
wave is pretty frightening when you can't see it
or tell where it's coming
from," said Silverberg,
owner of Paradise Surfing School.
, Teaching 15 Braille
Institute youngsters to
surf earlier is part of a
program geared toward
helping them become independent. officials
said.
The children, some as
young as 5, were all
legally blind. Ttivo of
them were totally blind

•

devastated," said Ms.
Meeuwsen, 37, Miss
America in 1973.
Ms. Atleeuwsen and
her husband, Andy
Friedrich. 39, have two
children. Drew. 3, and
Tory. 11 months.
"Everyone says a
woman can have it all if
she's organized. I can't.
I've been running
around like a chicken
with its head cut off."
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Mrs. Catherine Kay of
Jonathan Creek and Dr.
Glenn C. Wilcox of Murray were re-elected as
directors of the Society
for the Preservation of
Southern Harmony
Singing. Inc., at its recent annual meeting.
Directors are elected
for three-year terms
which come on a staggered year basis.
_ The carryover. directors with two years remaining on their terms
are Mrs.. Novalee
Blackie and Clarence
Blakney, both of Marshall County. Directors
Witt:1.one year remaining
are Miss Margaret
Heath. Dr. Ray Mofield
and Mrs. Barkley
Smith, all of Benton.
The group passed a
cesolution regretting the

•

Department helps local park
Members of GarderrDaprtment of Murray Woman's Club have as one of
their projects the planting of flowers at the entrance to Murray-Calloway
C'ounty Park, Clover Cotham and Jane Lane are co-chairmen of the project.
Pictured in top photo are, from left, Janet Wallis and Mrs. Cotham. In the
bottom photo, are from left, Helen Urbancic, Rosanna Miller, Sallyanne
Sawyer, Effie Vaughn and Mrs. Lane. Also assisting, but not pictured, are
Ruth ('aldwell, Mary Hopson. Virginia Gibbs, Myrtle Douglas and Bruce
Lane.

and jokes, the magazine
said.
The couples. 26 single
and four married, then
completed a questionnaire assessing the love
and like for their partTuesday,July 22
Wednesday, July 23
ners and, in the case of
Murray Lions Club for activities by senior
the singles, their will- will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
citizens.
ingness to marry each Murray Woman's Club
Other.
House.
Ladies' day 'golf will
Murstein also learned
• start
at _8:30 a.m. at
that couples who share a
Murray 1/111-3S i take Murray Country
Club.
, sense of humozhafagen _ raf porinds, sensibly)
together -longer than Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Ladies' day events at
those wiiri did not, the at Calloway County
Oaks Country Club will
Health -CNiider.
But couples.whoagree magazine reported. • 7
include golf at 9 a.m..
Researchers • concludon what's funny are
bridge at 9:30 a.n-f. and
more likely to like, love ed that a person's sense
luncheon
at noon.
Murray,
Ministers
of
•
and want to marry each of humor would also exand Calloway County
plain
his
"values,
inother, he said.
Bereavement Support
terests. preoccupations, will meet at 7 p.m. at
Group
will meet at 9:30
Church.
Christian
First
M,urstein a n.d intelligence, imagina141 North Fifth St.. a.m.. Living with
research associate tion and needs."
Diabetes will meet at .2
Robert Brust asked 30
- The study. summariz- Murray.
p.m., and Prepared
predominantly college- --ed in Psychology Today,
aged -couples to rate-the appeared in the JOUrnal
Fred-Johnson will pre- .ChildbirthClass at 7
humor in 25 different of Personality sent a gospel concert at p.m., all in third floor
cartoons. comic strips
p.m. at First classroom, Murray Assessment.
Assembly of God, Calloway County
Hospital.
Highway 94 East. .
------"Sing Out. Kenmeet
at
will
AA
tucky!" will be
American Legion
presented at 8 p.m. at
Ii The. %w.,ir led Pr....
powder in your shoes, Building, South Sixth Kenlake State Resort
and Maple Streets.
Park.
Your feet are made up too.
---Chec,k
your
---feet
for
of 28 bones, 18 muscles.
Performance of "Sing
signs
of
trouble,
small
Events
at Calloway
107 ligaments. 31 teninjuries, red spots. Out. Kentucky!" will Public Library will indons, 30 joints, yards
not be tonight.
fungus infections.
clude Parents and Twos
and yards .of blood
Change
your
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
socks.
vessels, miles of nerves,
Ninth meeting of Sum- Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
and 125.000 sweat glands more than once a day if
necessary.
mer Youth Series of 3:30 p.m.
per foot.
- Vary your shoes.
Churches of Christ will
---Those not -so Once your . feet are be at 7:30 p.m. at Lone
Events in Land Betpedestrian figures come
ween the Lakes will infrom "Healthy Feet." a happy, take a step in the Oak Church of Christ.
clude Great Experiment
booklet from the Kinney right direction - walk.
The New York State
Special meeting for slide show from 9 am.•
Shoe Corp., which also
says that aching feet Department of Health, Sunday School program to 5 p.m., Basketmaking
with the Rev. Rick Kir- Workshop from 10 a.m.
plague almost three- among other health and
quarters of adult fitness advisers, recom- choff as special guest to 4 p.m. and Iron InAmericans - with mends walking as one of will be at 7 p.m. at South dustry at 10:30 a.m. and
:30 p.m., all at The
women the more fre- the best of exercises, If Pleasant Grove United
you
walk
at
a
Homepl
brisk
pace
ace- 1850:
Methodist
Church.
quent sufferers.
Si(Y_Walk alit a.m. and 2
--The - booklet-- offers and on a rezu la r
Men's Stag Night is p.m. at Golden Pond
some every day advice schedule, the benefits
for taking care of your can equal, or outweigh. scheduled at 6 p.m. at %-iSitor ('enter: I,BL.
other, more strenuous Oaks Country Club with Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
feet:
Bill Roberts. l'urdom Stream Stroll at 2:30
- Keep your feet fdrms of exercise, the
departme
nt
says
in
a
Lovett.
Bob LaMastus, p.m. at Woodlands
clean and dry; wash
Hal Kemp and Charles Nature Center.
them in warm, soapy promotional flyer.
If done regularly, they
---Reed in charge.
water. Apply powder or
Ladies and Men of
- -an antifungal spray bet- say, walking will relax
you when you're tense,
Wednesday,'illy 23
Fraternal Order of
ween your toes.
ease your minor aches
Brooks _Chapel_ United Eagles. 4071... will have
.
If your skin is dry.
lubricate with lotion or and pains, and help you Methodist Church will enrollment night at 7:30
cream, except between maintain or lose weight. have a potluck supper at p.m. at lodge hall.
---the toes. If your feet You'll find you wake up 6 p.m. prior to the
United Methodist
perspire a lot, whisk on easier and work better revival service.---Youth of South Pleasant
foot power or corn throughout the day.
And all you need are
Hazel and l)ouglat4 Grove United Methodist
starch; sprinkle some
your feet.
Centers will be open Church will meet at 7:30
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. p.m.

Corning community' eventsjJsted

Many suffer from aching
feet; care hints released

Thursday. July 24
, Compassionate
Parent Support Group
will meet at ¶:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health
Center.
•• --Chapter 50 of Disabled
American X'eterans and
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet 'at .7 'p.m.. at
American Legion
Building.
---Golden Age Club is
scheduled to meet at
11:30 a.m. in social hall
of First United
Methodist Church.
---Senior ,citizens' activities will be from to
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---(Cont'd on page 6)

China, and said he
would go there ill a few
years.
"I think to limit my
ministry on that first
trip to universities and
the Academy of
Sciences to explain
Christianity, and not to
preach it." Graham
said.

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and international Traveltime

Jenny Miller
5 year old daughter of
Keith & Renee Miser

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday .11
rot Day
Specual Pack asps
Ssaac.al Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

. Plans have been completed for the wedding
of Miss Donna Kay
Farley. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Max Farley, to
Marc Alan Mayfield.
son of Mrs. Ralph
Emerine and Billie
Mayfield.
•
The double ring
ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday. July
26. at 2 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist
Church,- Murray. John
Dale will perform the
ceremony. •
Music will be provided by. Mr. and
Mrs..
Jerry'Bolls:
Kaci
Bolls and Mrs.
Margaret Wilkins_
•
The bride-elecf has
chosen Mrs. Steve Joy
McDougal as her
matron of honor.

1986 - Benton Library
at 7:15 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 20,
1956 - Calvert ('on.
valescent Center at 6.3o
p.m.
Friay. March 27. 19.57
- Car•dinal Nursing
POSSUM TrOt.
rut
p.
ThUrA.ly. April
1957
—
Lake Ha% en.
Benton, at C:30 11.iii .
ThUrSdaY. May
24 .
1957 - Benton Library
at 7:15 p.m.
Sunday. Max' 21. 19s7
- 104th Big Singing ,it
Marshall County ('tour
thouse from ill 311 ;t iii
Thursday. June 25,
1957 - Benton Library
with atIntlal
meeting it 7:15 p.m
and new giret to
meeting ;rt 7-15 pin •

ATLANTA
AP
The national Centers for
Disease Control has announced the recommended flu vaccine for
1986-57, designed to. offer better protection
after a dramatic change
last winter in the Type B
flu virus.
•'We never predict
What the virus is going
to do; we. can't predict
stability," said Nant•y
Arden. a-CDC
specialist. "But we hope
we have picked the
strain that•s most
representative of the it
strains that were
circulating."
The 1955-56 vaccine
had protected against
the Type BIM known as
the
flu. But
early this year. that
strain began showing
drift toward a new and
different Type it flu.
which has come to he
known as the Ann Arbor
flu.
U.S.S.R.

GOSPEL
MEETING
Antioch
.Church of Christ
July 20 - 25 .
.7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Alike Tanaro,
Hodgensolle, Kt
Songleader: ayain Rwers
EVERYONE WELCOME

Newirlorn ad m issions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday.
July • 21, have- been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Morgan baby girl.
parents. Phyllis and

Typ B flu was the
most Qfrvalent :strain in
this country last winter
as the nation was hit by
its most widespread flu
season in five years.
Every .state was hit by
the disease.

register will be
Sherry Emerine. sistei
of the groom -elect. NI rKenny I Tam in c •
Hoover will direct the
wedding.
A reception wIll Itilloss
the ceremony at t
University Branch 01
the Bank of NIurrity
Serving will be Nliss
Karen Caraway. Miss
Lisa Howard. Miss hon.
na Marine. Mrs. Mike
(Kelly , Mayfield. Niiss
Sherri 'Mills. Ms Susan
Rogers and Miss• Lori
Schanbacher
Emerine.
sister of the- -groom•
elect. will hand out rice
has
-1 I
f
s and
relatives are invited tit
attend the wedding ar;41 the reception

Max. Rt. 3. 'Box 31. Rhodes and baby - girt.
Murray:
Rt 9. Benton:
Johnson baby boy.
Tim Smith. Rt 1. Box
parents. Sandra and 2'O.arming t.o .
Vincent. Rt. 2. Box 75. Robert Johnson. Ht. 1.
Paris. Tenn.
Box ss. Murray.
M
S
Fran,- c5
Dismissals
irk land. lox
Mrs. Brenda Wright
Hazel: Mrs. (lent Coland baby boy. 400 South
Rt. 1. 11 ingo. \l au
Sixth St.. No. 1. Murray. Harrell. RI s. Box 11u).
Mrs. Barbara Ann Murray.
Taylor, Box 246.
Mrs Sidi''
Mayfield:
Rt. I. Box 144. Benton.
Gregory Jirak. Rt. 7. Onyx Humphreys. Rt.
2,
Box 461, Murray: - Mon- Box 297. Puryea
r.
zo Chalepah. Rt. 1 Box Tenn,:
174G. Gilbertsville:
Mrs. Valli*. English.
Henry Buchanan, Rt. 17011 _M a gnol ua
Mur
5, Box 182, Murray: ray Mrs. Geraldine KelMrs. • Mildred Thorn. ly. Long Term
it.
Hardin: Mrs. Janice Unit. MCCH

5•QedIvavraliciar-L44clorawrawricuravor

bristmast
it) July
20-40% off
Pulsar 8z
Seiko
Watches

14K
Pierced Earrings

20%

off

Colibri
Lighters

Discontinued
Crystal

50% off

50% off

New Low
Ladies Diamond
Price on Spode Cluster Rings in 1‘
Christmas
White Gold
S
Tree
30% off.
Dinnerware
Many Other Items Discounted In The,Store • --••
•

ffurches Jewelry
1,-,1403rs,.."-,,,c1
mwc
4th

Aliallrealows
• •••••••••••••••.••• •••••••••••

•

Bridesmaids will tic
Mrs. Coy ITammv
Taber of-Rosiclare. Ill .
and Miss Debbie Farris
of Murray.
Mike Mayfield will
serve as his brother's
best man. Groomsmen
will be Gary Emerine,
brother of the groom elect. and Tony Bybee.
cousin of the groom elect.
Ushers will be Ken
Farley and Keith
Farley: brothers of the
bride-elect. and .Jim
Jennings and John .Jeriflings, cousins, 01 the
bride-elect.
The flower- girl will tie
_Miss Shea Urvuniut,
cousin of the bride-elect.
The ring .bearer will be
Chris Park.er. Cousin of
the groom -elect.
Presiding at the glit'St

Two new babies and dismissals for Monday-released by hospital

Disease Control Center
discusses new vaccine

Graham invited to China
AMSTERDAM,
Netherlands IAPt Evangelist Billy
Graham says he will explain rather than preach
the Gospel when he
makes his first trip to
China.
Graham told a news
conference Monday he
has been invited, to

death of former director.
Woodrow Hill of Sharpe.
The society also commended Mrs. Estella
Smith for her service its
treasurer and .Jailer
Herman Ford for his
services on the 103rd
Big Singing Day.
Following the annual
meeting of the membership, the newly constituted met and reelected
.; all officers tor_
another one-year tern,
Mofield as president.
Heath as vice president:
Blackie as secretary.
and Estella Smith as
treasurer.
The _pr_opuseri.-,.caivndar for 1956-57 includes
the following:
Thursday. Sept. 25.
195r; - Benton Library
at 7:15 p.m.
Thursday. Oct. 3.1.1.

Farley and Ma field wedding
vows will be said on Saturday

Couples who share good
laugh may be at the altar
NEW YORK (API Couples who share a
good laugh may also
find themselves walking
„down the aisle, a
ychology expert says.
Having a high or low
sense of humor in itself
does not foster or hinder
romance, according .to Bernard Murstein, a
college psychologist
whose findings were
reported in the August
Issue of Psychology
Today.

PAGE 5

Catherine Kay, Glenn C. Wilcox
named to the Harmony Board

'
-'Ii

•

Former Miss America
to give up her talk show
MILWAUKEE (API
- Saying it's too risky
to pursue a career while
raising young children.
former Miss America
Terry Meeuwsen announced she will give up
her radio talk show and
TV job as of. Aug. 8.
"If I make a mistake
with my career.-I-get a
seFond chance; if I
make a mistake with
my children, I'd be

•
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PCB removal plant permit studied
Ht.:SDP:RS.0N, Ky.
LAP - A state official
says a permit giving
Union Carbide Corp.
permission to have rainwater drain off it.: PC'R

OBITUARIES

Michael A. West

removal plant under samples a month from he said, "It's putting a
construction here will two drainage sites and tremendous pressure on
probably be issued by test them at a cost of these people to be the
Services for Michael Brandy Weine Hospital.
Burial was in Elm
The funeral for Mrs.
next month.
about $18,000 a year - whistle -blower (if A. West will be Wednes- Coatesville, Pa. He had
Grove Cemetery.
today
Cohoon
Edith
was
But opponents of the •'s significant cost to something goes wrong ) day at 1 p.m. in the been injured in a vehicle
Mrs. Cohoon, 90? died
at 11 a.m. in the chapel
plant who testified at a anybody."
when their jobs are in chapel of Blalock. accident.
Saturday at 11:30 p.m.
Blalock-Coleman
of
public. hearing Monday
After the hearing. jeopardy."
Coleman Funeral
He was a pipefitter Funeral Home.
In Long Term Care Unit
told Donald F. Harker Harker said, "$18,000
Other citizens Home.
working on a construcWe're Glad l'ou Asked
of Murray-Calloway
Officiatin
was
the
g
Jr. that they hope more may be a lot to them, reiterated previously
The Rev. Calvin tion job at Pottstown.
County Hospital.
time will be taken with but we accept the stated fears about the Wilkins will officiate. He was preceded in Rev. Layne Shanklin.
Her husband, Orvis
was
Erwin
Otto
Mrs.
the permit application monitoring re- plant's proximity to the Mrs. Oneida White will death by his mother,
Cohoon, died Jan. 25,
organist.
to consider the public quirements for what New Madrid earthquake be organist and soloist.
Mrs. Helen Batts West.
1959.
Pallbearers were
health effects from the they are."
4
Burial will follow in
zone and the Ohio River,
She is survived by One
plant.
"We'll be monitoring the region's source for Woodlawn Memorial
Survivors are his Gene Rayburn. Larry sister. Mrs. Ruby
Gardens in McCracken father, William A. West, Rayburn, Dan Rayburn.
Harker. director of - there's no question drinking water.
Tinsley. Murray. and
the water division in the about it," he said.
and one brOther. Tip Cohoon, Bradford several nieces and
Jane McConathy, County.
Friends may call at William F. West, Mur- Linn and Z.B. Russell.
state Natural-Resourees
-Yet when asked how president of Citizens for
nephews.
and Environmental Pro- often the state would Health Progress, said the funeral home after 6 ray; two nieces, Mrs.
tection Cabinet, said his test discharge from the she was frustrated that p.m. today (Tuesday).
Reilly (Wendy) Welsh.
CA%
Ft ERAl.
Mr. West, 44. of Pott- Murray, and Mrs. Bob
department has already plant. Harker could not citizens only received
nEcusioNis
reviewed a preliminary say if it would be done opportunities to speak stown, Pa., died Satur- (Kim) Erickson,
sl AM:
WISELY
assessment on the plant on a regular basis.
at hearings for minor day at 5:26 p.m. at California.
\DER \TREss..•
from the federal En"If we get information permits such as rainNutalways..vironmental Protection from individuals who water discharge.
:s why we recomAgency, clearing the are watching the plant
She said that a
FORT MYERS. Fla. tire said. "It's that
mend planning your
way for making a deci- that says we ought to be December hearing on
Final rites for Mrs. Home, Alton, Ill.
I AP I - A contaminated hopeless."
Wfl funeral.
She
sion on the rainwater down there looking at it. an air emissions permit Ella Gordon are today was
preceded in death Polar B'ar ice cream
He said family
k 'aught up in grief
discharge permit.
we'll be looking at it," was more important at 1 p.m. in the chapel of by her
husband. Tom F. bar may have caused members have been
and stress. sonic
"Part. of our con- he said. "If not, we'll be and controversial, yet
Gordon, and six the meningitis that has keeping a vigil at the inpt-ople may be emosideration is that the down there the state rushed that Funeral Home.
children.
left a 51-year-old man tensive care unit. Dean
tIonally unable to
plant Would like to do a periodically."
The Rev. Gerald
permit through a week
comatose and with a McEntire, an analyst
cope with making
demonstration in
During the hearing. later.
Owen is officiating.
Survivors are six dim chance of 'recovery,
for Lee County data protullera I
arAugust." Hacker said plant opponents largely
"This permit is a little Mrs. Oneida White is daughters, Mrs. Ralph a health official said.
cessing.
rangements effec_ has four
after the hearing. ignored the fact that the more cut and dried, but organist and soloist.
Morris and Mrs. Max
Dean McEntire, listed children.
tively They may be
"We're trying to give hearing dealt with rain- I do hope there will be a
Pallbearers are Jerry Churchill, Murray, Mrs.
in serious condition in
tcnipted tO proceed
Bill McEntire said his
them the consideration water runoff and con- little more cogitation Weaver, Jackie Roy Tucker, Hardin,
the intensive care unit brother told the doctor
w ith more costly arof a final review."
centrated on the con- this time." she told Weaver, Johnny Mrs. Clint Petty and
at Cape Coral Hospital he ate a Polar B'ar
rangements than
When asked the troversial PCB-removal Harker.
Weaver, Teddy Morris, Miss Sally Gordon,
Monday, slipped into a about 10 days to two
they should. It
Danny
chances of the permit process.itself.
Byrd and Alton, and Mrs. Ralph
In addition, she
coma late last week, weeks ago. He said his
should be noted that
beirfg granted, he said,
"We're not talking repeated earlier fears Charles Morgan.
Byrd, Godfrey, Ill.; one said
the psychological
his brother, Bill brother went to the
Burial will follow in sister, Mrs. Tip Skinner,
"I think they're good." about a K-mart parking about Union Carbide's
value of the funeral
McEntire.
hospital July 11 but
The PCB plant is lot, we're talking about removal process involv- Elm Grove Cemetery,
Cadiz; 14 grandhas no relationship
McEntire told his didn't want to be
Mrs, Gordon, 95, died children; 26 greatunder construction by Union Carbide." said ing the controversial
to its costs
physician of eating at admitted.
UN ISON..a division of Richard Wham, vice flushing agent known Saturday at 9 a.m. at grandchildren: 10 greatleast one Polar B'ar
But he was admitted
Planning such arElder
Care
Union Carbide Corp. It president of Citizens for only by its trade name.
Nursing great-grandchildren.
before falling sick, said two days later with flu
rangements may
would remove toxic Healthy Progress. a TF'-1.
Dr. Robert Tomchik, symptoms, including
eliminate
the
polychlorinated local environmental
"UNISON's process is
director of the Lee fever and nausea. He
possibility of such
biphenyls from a group formed to protest not the only commerCounty Health slipped into a coma "
over-spending. Planflushing agent used to the plant.
cially proven process.".
ning can be acThursday.Mrs.
Lillian
Modelle Reed, Mayfield. and Bil- Department.
clean electrical
Looking directly at she said. "Over 20 com"At this point, were
complished in adThweatt
Although a friend of
Reed,
63,
of
Reed.
ly
Grand
Rivers.
about a dozen men panies have processes
transformers.
vance of need. in an
Mayfield. died Monday
Also surviving are not sure one caused the Dean McEntire's who
At the start of the wearing UNISON caps. to neutralize PCBs."
Atmosphere
un.at 3:45 p.m. at Lourdes three sisters, Mrs. other, but that's certain- has said she also ate a
hearing Monday evencharged with . the
Hospital, Paducah.
Nerlene Joseph. ly a possibility we're Polar B'ar was
ing. Union Carbide
t,rnotiiinally distressA
former
employee
of
Kirksey, Mrs. Lydia checking out," Tomchik hospitalized .Monday
spokesman Robert
ing circumstances of
Curlee Clothing Co., Woods, Mayfield, and told The Fort Myers with flu-like conditions,
(Cont'd
Ream
from
page
5)
said;--We
're not
berea% ement., For
•
Mayfield, she Was a Mrs. Linda Wilkerson. News-Press for a story Tomchik said test's have
here to look at process
details- of planning
member of .WITfltrffS Callowarttriinty; five published today.
'shown no indication- Or
Thursday
emissio
,
July
24
ns
because
'ffitirsday..July 24
tinerals. tall us - or
Tomchik said the pa- Listeria in the case of
Chapel Church of Christ brothers, Willie B.
we've
designed
the
-top
by for
Murray Shrine Club Class will meet at 7 p.m. near Lynn Grove,
Beane, Calloway Coun- tient's illness has burl Betty Sawyer.
plant so they don't
:t.
.erature.
•
Born
Feb.
17.
1923,
in
third
in
will
Raymond B. Beane. diagnosed -aS _MYR; iv Ms. Sawyer was listed
floor
ty,
meet
classroom
at
6
p.m.
at
exiM.••
Calloway County, she Graves County, Hafford ingitis,. which is anin- in Fort Myers Comquestions and
The plant has The 'Boston-Tea Party. of Murray-Calloway
was the daughter of the Bean'e and James fiction of the meninges, munity Hospital Mon,mments on this
County Hospital.
"probably the moststr- Holiday Inn.
late Dempsey Beane Harold Beane, Murray, the three membranes day in satisfactory conAnd other subjects
ingent storm water per,t re welcome -- in
AA and Al-Anon will and Bessie Bazzell and Glen Beane. Wingo; that envelop the brain dition. Her physician iS
Junior Golf Tournamit in Kentucky, if not
private or pnbiicly
have
ment
closed meetings at Beane. One deceased 20 grandchildren; 10 and spinal cord. McEn- conducting more tests,
at
Murray
Counthe United States." said
through this column.
tire's bout was caused Tomchik said.
8
p.m.
try
at First Christian brother is Lloyd Beane. great-grandchildrenClub
'start
will
at
Richard Baier,
She is survived by her.
by Listeria
Church,
8:30
a.m.
Benton.
The
funeral
will
For
be
inTomchik said finding
Miller-Churchill
UNISON's _health, safeformation call 753-0061, husband, Bill Joe Reed; Wednesday at 1 p.m. in monocytogenes Listeria, usually removty and environmental
Funeral Home
Mixed Tennis Doubles 762-3399. 753-7764 or two daughters, Mrs. the chapel of Filbeck bacteria, Tornchik said. ed from milk during
311 orth 4th st.
affairs manager.
Glenda Dale Musser, and Cann Funeral
A type of that bacteria
Will
be at Murray Coun- 753-7663.
pasteurization, is
Nlurra • Ky.
He said UNISON will
Gob, and Mrs. Gena Home, Benton.
was
try
Club.
discover
ed
unusual.
last
'
;743-4612
be required to take eight
Officiating will be the month in ice cream at
"Sing Out, Ken- Sue Colley, Mayfield;
---"This is a rare disease
Health Council Corn. tucky!'' will be four sons, Dariel W. Rev. Windel Lain and Kraft Inc.'s factory in
we're talking about." he
mittee of Purchase Area presented at 8 p.m. at Miller, Dennis R. Miller the Rev. Roger Joseph. Richmond, Va. The said. If the bacteria
Development District Lake Barkley State and Danny L. Miller,
Burial will follow in plant was closed, and came from another
Benton, and Dave B. Beech Grove Cemetery. the ice cream removed source, "we'd be worwill meet at 7 p.m. at Resort Park.
GM QUAUTY
Thweatt, Pryorsburg; west of Lynn Grove.
PADD office,'„ U.S.
---from stores across the ried, and we'd probably
SERVICE PARTS
Mothers Day Out will one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Highway 45 North,
Friends may call at nation.
have to do some more
OINIIIAL MOTORS CORPORATION
be at 9 a.m. at First Martha English, Ben- the funeral home after 5
Mayfield.
Samples of Dean investigating."
Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts
ton; two stepsons, Glen p.m. today (Tuesday).
Baptist Church.
---McEntire's blood or
Murray Single Conspinal fluid have been
nection will meet at 7
Junior Golf will be at9
sent to a Naples
p.m. at First United a.m. at Oaks Country
laboratory to doubleOMAHA. Neb. (AP)
Methodist Church to Club.
check the diagnosis. The
Marlin Perkins, host
Services
for Mrs. Mayfield. The Rev. Paul Listeria bacteria, which
---carpool to Kenlake
of Mutual of Omaha's
Board of Oaks Coun- Jewell Poyner Alder- Peck is officiating.
Music Barn. Aurora
can cause a short flutry Club is scheduled to dice are today at 1 p.m. 'Pallbearers are like illness in healthy "Wild Kingdom" for 23
---years, will be a tough
in the chapel of Byrn Gerald Alderdice, adults, can
Prepared Childbirth meet at 8 p.m.
be act to follow,
says Peter
Funera
l Home, David Alderdice, dangerous to frail elder---Gros, the television
1985 Chevrolet Blazer
Michael Alderdice, ly people, small
show's co-host as the
2-Wheel Drive, Air Conditioning, Automatic
Donald Poyner, Robert children and pregnant
series
begins its 25th
Transmission, Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM Rodjo,
Wilkins, Russell Alder- women.
season.
Tahoe Edition, 24,500 miles, red in color.
dice and Joe Alderdice.
Doctors say the
Gros said Monday
Burial will follow in chances that Dean
$10,200.00
Lynnville Baptist McEntire will complete- that Perkins, who died
last month at age 81, did
Industrial Average
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I.B.M.
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ly recover are slim. Bill
133% +1% Church Cemetery.
Previous Close
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Ingersoll Rand
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Fowler. Gros then
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Texaco
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even a vegetable," said
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Time Inc.
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see his brother.
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6.16 Louisville, and Ronnie
"If he's anywhere
Alderdice, Mayfield; close to being brain Federal-State Market News SertAce
WOODMAN BUILDING
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one brother, E. Boyd dead, we're going to
22. 1988
pull July
300 MAPLE STREET
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753 3366
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PHOTO COUPON
FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

12 Exposure

$1.99

15 Exposure $2.59
20 or 24 Exposure $3.99
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Offer good from 110,
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regular prints
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The little-known ending to one of the biggest stories

Editor's note — As deep-sea
researchers examine the
wreckage of the Titanic, interest
has been stirred again in the
grisly, fascinating story of the
sunken liner. Among the leastknown aspects of the tragedy is
the recovery of the dead. The
following is from a report by
Carole Hyde written recently for
Oceanus Magazine of the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution.
WOODS HOLE. Mass. I AP ) —

As the S.S. Carpathia neared the
ocean after the disaster, and the
harbor of New York City with
Titanic's owners — the White
the survivors of the wrecked luxStar Line — chartered the little
ury liner Titanic on board,
cable steamer MacKay-Bennett
another ship steamed out of
to recover and return the reHalifax. Nova Scotia, toward the
mains to Halifax for reclamaTitanic's grave. Its mission —
tion or burial in the city's
the dead.
cemeteries. .
More than 1,500 people perishThe search for the dead and
ed in the waters of the North
their burial is a little-known
Atlantic when the Titanic hurled
aspect of the Titanic story. Some
Itself at 22 knots onto an iceberg
authors have indicated that only
on the night of April 14. 1912.
one body or no bodies were
Bodies of its victims dotted the "recovered
Overshadowed by

Motion filed to dissolve restraining order

Park Department, employee dispute continues
FRANKFORT. Ky. I AP ) —
The Kentucky Park Department
says it does not have to rehire an
employee who, after being indicted, requested a leave of
-absence, but later changed her,
mind and returned to work.
The department has filed a
motion to dissolve Franklin Circuit Judge William Graham's
temporary retraining order that
reinstated Mary Lou Gentry
with full pay and benefits.
Gentry, of Lawrenceburg, at
first agreed to take a year's
leave of absence without pay
after she was indicted April 30
on 26 counts of possessing forged
instruments and one count of official misconduct.
She changed her mind on May
12 and wrote the department
that she was withdrawing her

request for leave. But the
department refused to grant the
request and called for an administrative review of allegations against her.
Gentry then filed suit in
Franklin Circuit Court and, on
June 11, Graham signed the
temporary restraining order
allowing her to return to work.
The eight other indicted
employees remain on leave, a
park official said.
Personnel records shbw that
Gentry was employed as a
$20,100-a-year interior designer
before her indictment.
In Gentry's civil suit, the Park
Department has filed a motion
to dissolve the restraining order
putting her back to work, along
with a counter claim alleging
that she violated purchasing law

and policy while charged with
the duty to solicit at least three
price quotations from suppliers.
The motion and the
counterclaim are pending
before Graham.
Gentry has also appealed to
the state Personnel Board to require the department to let her
withdraw her request for a leave
of absence. That matter is also
pending.
She contends the department
pressured her into signing the
leave of absence request on May
1, the day after the indictment.
The department said her decision was voluntary.
Gentry and a co-defendant,
Gerald Witcher of Danville,
have pleaded innocent and are
schedulel to go on trial Nov. 24.

the disaster itself. and by the
stories of the Titanic's survivors, the search for the dead
barely entered public
consciousness.
But according to accounts of
those aboard the MacKay
Bennett, the mission was an unforgettable conclusion to the
story.
Two days after the sinking.
the MacKay-Bennett. slacked
with coffins and packed with ice,
quietly embarked on its mission.
Fog and bad weather slowed
the trip. The MacKay-Bennett
arrived in the vicinity of the
disaster a week after the Tilti nic
hit the iceberg. The ocean was
strewn with wreckage. Small
icebergs known as growlers hid
dangerously in the swells. During the middle watch, the first
bodies were sighted. It was
agonizing. Many of them were
crushed and disfigured beyond
recognition. Some women were
found with infants locked in
their arms. Other bodies, faces
distorted with terror, clung to
objects they had grasped in their
anguish. Still others looked
calm,.as if asleep.
On Sunday, the first of the
bodies were brought aboard the
MacKay-Bennett. There were 51
of them. They were numbered
and identified where possible.
their property marked and
stored. Some were embalmed
and others were placed in icefilled holds. That evening, the
burial of the dead began.
From the diary of Frederick
Hamilton, engineer, the
MacKay-Bennett:

DAYTONA BEACH

Optometrists donate
money to Stumbo
after bill passes

"The tolling of the bell sumoned all hands to the forecastle
where thirty bodies are to be
committed to The deep, each
carefully weighted and carefully
• FRANKFORT. Ky. AP ) —
sewed up in-canvas. It is a weird
• After•—
General Assembly
scene, this gathering: The crespassed a bill allowing opcent moon is shedding a faint
-tometlists, who do not . have
light on us, • as the ship lays
medical degrees, to prescribe- _wallowing in the great rollers
....
and administer certain
For nearly an- hour the words
therapeutic drugs. the profes'For as much as it hath pleased
sion contributed $121.290 toward
... we therefore commit his body
retiring Dr. Grady Sumbo's 1983
to the deep' are repeated and at
gubernatorial campaign debt.
each interval comes splash! as
The money. raised this year.
the weighted body plunges Into
accounted for 77 percent of the
the sea, there to sink to a depth
DEAR ABBY: I never thought the she was a non-stop talker, and when
amoun
Stumb
t
o
neede
of
about two miles. Splash,
to
d
retire
day would come when I'd have a she got going nobody else could get
splash, splash."
contribution to the Dear Abby a word in edgewise, so our family the debt.
From various sources, the
For those buried at night —
column, but you asked for amusing devised a signal to let her know that
profession delivered the money
the dead who could not be idencode signals.
she was talking too much.
tified — interment in the sea was
Years ago, when I was taking care
We'd say, "For God's sake, for Stumbo this spring, accorof neighborhood children, to let Mother, please shut up and give ding to a copyright story
suitable and touching, for many
published Sunday in The
them know their zippers were down, someone else a chance!"
I'd say "XYZ" (for "examine your
It wasn't very subtle, and to be Courier-Journal
zipper"). They caught on quickly perfectly honest, sometimes it
and zipped up, and soon were on worked and sometimes it didn't.
their way to play again. This is not
J.D. IN L.A.
8,922
an original. It was around when I
was a kid.
New cases
ELIZABETH M. WEYFORTH,
DEAR ABBY: During our 40-year
diagn
osed
ST. JAMES CITY, FLA. marriage, my late husba
nd and I
used two codes: a two-toned whistle
Deaths
5,474
DEAR ABBY: I'm still laughing to attract one another's attention
among
about how to subtly make a male beyond normal speaking range, and
those
aware that his zipper was open.
the phrase "Don't forget," used in
cases*
I'm an immigrant from the "old saying goodbye in public or on the
country" and was brought up on telephone. This was shortspeak for,
2,740 3,617
Shakespeare. In our family, we'd "Don't forget how much I love you."
say,"Ah, woe is me" — the rest of
Just before he sank into his last
2,111
the phrase,"for I am undone," was, coma, he opened his eyes and
1,002
of course, unnecessary.
whispered,"Don't forget, Honey." I
259 770
DENISE BIGGINS, never have. Sign me ...
FAIRPORT, N.Y.
REMEMBERING
IN NEW ORLEANS
DEAR ABBY: If we are on the
phone while someone is present and
we can't talk openly, we say, "64."
DEAR ABBY: Due to rapidly
That means, "Ask questions that advancing age (we're in our 508),
can be answered with 'yes' or'no." my husband and I were guilty of
(It comes from "The $64,000 repeating a story we've told several
Question.")
times before. Our children (in their
12
And when we want to signal, 30s) came up with a secret word to
tilAl 43
"You're talking too much," we say, let their doddering old parents know
"Edith." That's from Archie we were repeating ourselves. The
1979 80 81 82 83 84 '85
Bunker's famous phrase, "Stifle secret word is "Rumpelstiltskin."
yourself, Edith."
Because my hubby and I refuse to
'Deaths occunng anytime dunng
SYLVIA GILLIS, admit that we may be getting senile,
or after year of diagnosis
EUGENE,ORE. we usually finish the story anyway,
Chicago Tribune Chart, Source
but at least we know why everybody
Centers tor Disease Control
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have goes to sleep.
a special code we use when it's time
Z-Z-Z-Z IN CLEVELAND
for us to go home. One of us will
subtly get the. other's attention by
lightly tugging our own ear. If
things keep going, and it seems we
might be even longer, we'll often tug
the other person's ear.
We've fouifid it works quite well
and allows us to be discreet at the
same time.
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE,
WASH.

By Abigail

of them were thought to be
onlookers, kept away from the
members of the Titanic's crew.
dockyards. lined the hearses'
For four more days the
route and silently paid their
MacKay -Bennett drifted
respects as the procession passthrough miles and miles of the
ed on its way to the Mayflower
Titanic's wreckage. finding
Curling Rink at the edge of town.
amidst the debris and ice
There, in the makeshift morgue.
sometimes solitary corpses, at
friends and relatives of the vicother times, great clusters of
tims had begun arriving to
them, appearing strangely like
claim their dead.
seagulls as they bobbed
The first body claimed and
peacefully in the swells.
removed from the rink was that
Hamilton wrote: "Noon.
of John Jacob Astor. The tiny
Another buriatservice held and
crimson death certificate, bare77 bodies follow the others. The
ly adequate to the task, describhoarse tone of the steam whistle
ed his tragedy:
reverberating through the mist.
"Name of deceased — John
the dripping rigging, and theJacob Astor.-Sex -M. Age — 47.
ghostly sea, the heaps of dead.
Date of death — April 15, 1912.
and the hard weather-beaten
Residence, street, etc. — 840
faces of the crew, whose harsh
Fifth Av., N.Y.C. Occupation —
voices join in the hymn tunefully
Gentleman. Married. Cause —
rendered by Canon Hind, all
Accidental downing. S.S. Titanic
combine to make a strange task
at sea. Length of illness — Sudstranger."
denly. Name of physician in
Holds filling with the dead, the
attendance.•'
MacKay-Bennett called for help
Those unclaimed lay in their
and was joined by the cableship
caskets, unknown yet lovingly
Minia, also stocked with coffins
adorned with flowers. Following
and ice.
services beginning May 3. they
The MacKay-Bennett, with as
were buried according to their
many dead on board as it could
presumed religion in the
accommodate, headed for
cemeteries of Halifax.
home. It carried 190 of the
The search at sea for the
Titanic's dead and left 116
Titanic's dead stretched into
buried in the sea.
June, and the burials in Halifax
On April 30, the MacKaycontinued:
Bennett approached the
The search encompassed six.
dockyards of Halifax.
weeks, involved four ships. and
For hours the unloading and
yielded 328 dead. 119 of them inremoval proceeded. Crowds of
terred .at sea.

Van Buren

Families Mean What They Say
But Don't Say What They Mean

Choose from FOUR sensational oceanfront hotels
Each hotel is a full service
resort with swimming pools
restaurants, and cocktail
lounges. Golf and tennis
privileges available nearby

FROM

• Holiday Inn SurtsIde
• Holiday Inn Boardwalk
• Holiday Inn Oceanside
• Castaway Beach Resort

10

6 Days
5 Nights

Deluxe Oceanview Room for
up to 4 persons
8 Days/7 Nights from $280.
Packages aw000tsie eiru 966 excluthag
,
1 04,00ys orsd sp•csol events Advonells rlittervO•
lions requirod 'Plus 13% tiortdo Slots To

Write today for your FREE
vocation planning pocket.
Nome
Address

START YOUR VACATION NOW!
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
Cfry

800-874-7426
(In Florida 800-545-3030)

State

Zip

Consolidated Inns
211 Broadway
Daytona Beach FL 32018

AIDS

'

Get to know your neighbor. He's a

National Leader

In his profession

• Rate is guaranteed for Full Term
. you
choose the term. . . 1 year or 3 years

DEAR MOUNTLAKE: When I
was a girl back in Sioux City,
Iowa, a close family friend used
to say, "K.K.L.M.G." — short
for "Koom, koorn, lauz mere
gain." Translation.: "Come,
come, let us go."
DEAR ABBY: A very common
code phrase to tell a woman her slip
is showing is, "It's snowing down
south." In my family, if a woman's
slip is showing, I say, "Your
Saturday is longer than your
Sunday."
My wife is fond of dresses with
.plunging necklines that show a lot
of cleavage, and 'every once in a
while if a little-too much cleavage is
showing, I say "valley," and she
readjusts her blouse.
TEXAS READER

DEAR ABBY: You asked for
family code words, so here's ours:
Our mother was a great lady, but

• Minimum Balance S5,000
• Federally Insured up to S100,000 by the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation

Jamie D. Washer, FIC
Field Representative
Murray, KY
753-4377

Paducah, Kentucky 42001
(502) 442-9171
Banton, Kentucky 42025

This specially trained Woodmen Field Representative
has earned national recocitionlor excellente, providing outstanding service for.his Woodmen members.

(502)* 759-1630
LaCenter. Kentucky 41056
(502) 665-5165

•Rates subject
to change

••••

FSLIC

"Th. FAMILY Froterrn,ty- k

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Horne Office 1Aiondrnen Tower •
Omaha

•••••••••••••••••solar .•••
lamp ft..

REPUBLIC
SAVINGS BANK

.400.01•••••

O. •

Murray. Kentucky 42071

(502) 527-3193

Substantial Penalty tor *arty
wahdrawals. We resenre.the right
to tbnIt Sept:sets to amounts less
than 5100.000

4

••••••••

•

.1*

.1

A Frideeelier Mewed farlAp Bonk
rei uar SISA41110.NO N, Aimee

. •

7 ).
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McGee homers
defeat Carlton

Horses sell
for millions

ST. LOUIS tAP ) — Knicely's one-out double
Steve Carlton failed in the Cards' sixth, setagain to win, but San ting up Tommy Herr's
Francisco Giants suicide-squeeze bunt to
Hy MIKE EMBRY
Manager Roger Craig snap a 3-3 tie.
AP Sports Writer
says he isn't giving up
After Carlton left for a
LEXINGTON. Ky.
yet on the 41-year-old pinch-hitter. St. Louis
(API — Rivals in the
pitcher.
crammed four more
thoroughbred sales
"I thought he pitched runs off Giants relievers
arena apparently pooled
well," Craig said after Jeff Robinson and Greg
their resources to make
Carlton went six innings Minton into the seventh
the top bid during the
and yielded five hits. _ — including three on
first day of the
two of them Willie rookie Curt Ford's
Keeneland Selected
McGee homers man 873 bases-loaded pinch
Yearling Sales.
-loss Monday night to the double.
Sheik Mohammed al
St. Louis Cardinals. •'He
Mathews permitted
Maktoum of the Arab
had better velocity and all four San Francisco
oil-rich emirate of
was improving with the hits over seven innings.
Dubai and British sports
breaking stuff."
giving way to Ray Soil
baron Robert Sangster
The outcome dropped for the final six outs
bid $3.6 million on MonCarlton's record with after he was struck on
day for a Northern
the Giants to 0-2- since the right elbow by a
Dancer colt out of South
signing with the club Ju- Robinson pitch.
Ocean.
ly 4. Before that, he was
•'1 thought it was a big
Three years ago Sheik
4 -s with the mistake," Mathews said
Mohammed outbid
Philadelphia Phillies,
of Carlton's three-run
Sangster for a Northern
"I see a big improve- homer on a 3-2 delivery
Dancer colt out of My
ment with him." Craig after Bob Brenly walked
Bupers. going $10.2
said, however "If you and stopped at third on
million, the first yearleliminate tMdGeei. he Bob Melvin's double in
ing to sell for eight
pitched a heckuva the Giants' third. "I
figures.
game."
knew I got it ipitch ). up,
While Sheik MohamMcGee's -homers, his but 1 knew-ouMitin was
med and his assistants
fifth and sixth of the going to get some more
would not speak to
season, gave him three runs. I knew the game
reporters about the
in two games and helped wasn't over."
partnership. Sangster
St. Louis overcome a
Craig, professing not
said, "We're partners in
three-run homer by to be discouraged by a
quite a few horses."
Carlton, the 13th of the setback that droppped
scat photo by Kent Brown
When asked what
Megan
Malinauskas won the breaststroke. (above) and County Pool. Sarah Snyder won four individual events and
left-handed pitcher's San Francisco a game
percentage of a partnerfreestyle in the girls' 10 and under age division at the Murray Gaya Trimble won three for Murray, which finished fourth in
career.
behind the first-place
ship. Sangster smiled
Invitational swim meet Saturday at the Murray-Calloway the meet behind Hopkinsville, Mayfield and Greenville.
Carlton's homer off Houston Astros in the
and said, "It's up to the
St. Louis rookie Greg NL West, predicted the
sheik."
Mathews, 5-2, sent San divisional battle will
This time Sheik
Francisco. to a 3-1 lead, "go. down to the ...last.
Mohammed outbid Eran advantage McGee of- day" before it is
nie Samuel, a Canadian
fset by homering in the. decided. 4.
industrialist
:who stopBy RENT BROW%
In the in and under
Ff1 I' .d 1 v y
fourth with -teammate
Se a n finishes. Malinauskas. 1:28:65 in the individual
"I expect the i 1.os
ped at $3.5 million.
- Sports Editor
.division, \legal) Matinausk a s .finished Nicole Jedan, Sarah medley
Ozzie Smith on -base. -Angeles ) Dodgers
also bettered aand
Charles Taylor. owner
Sarah Snyder won Malinauskas won the
I hird in the' Snyder and Maggie Cappock mark, this one
Later. San Francisco Cincinnati to get
in the four 'individual
of Windfields Farm in
events
t
reest
y
le
'a
n
d
lireaststrOke: and Snyder in the 10 -and 1:29:60.
left fielder Jeffrey race." Craig.said."And
Maryland, which- held
iavid Vandegrift finish- under freestyle and
Leonard erred Alan I expect. the last.place and -Gaya Trimbh• won • breaststroke and placed
Serenity. Heegel. part ownership in :the
three at- the -Murray In- second in the- individual ed third in the kuttelrfly.:
Medley; Trimble. Sarah Snyder, Heather colt.- said the top bid
team- in ourto
vitational swim meet medley. butterfly and
-Jennifer Parker plac- Nicole Jedan. Anna ..J_edan and Sara
be just four or- five
SatUrifitY at the -Murray: backstroke.
ed second in the butterf- Perkins and Kara Arm- McNeary teamed to "was what we-thought
games out tat the. Calloway County
would go, although you
l'ool.
Heather. .lerian Was lv. and third in the• strong in the 12
and break the eight and
finish ). It's just a good.
Hopkinsville Country the fastest swimmer in free. style and under
freestyle by a under medley relay
MEMPHIS. Tenn. balanced division.•'
(('ont'd on page 9)
Club- s-w i-mmers- set the butterfly among the hreaststroke in the touch);
and Austin. record of 1:51:35 set in
— Heisman
AP
McGee's homers, giv- eight • pool records
in
eight
under
and
girls.
girls'
14 and under Sean Malinauskas, 1984 by Megan
Frophy winner Bo ing him six for the year.
winning the meet.
.1 I) dan. Siiyder. group.
David l'andegrift and Malinauskas. Katye
Jackson, whose profes- represented the first
Mayfield placed second. .Serenity Hvegel and
Mark Simmons, in the Dusty Wilson in the 12 Olson. Maggie Snyder
sional baseball career is time in two years a
G reen vi I le ca me in Sara . MeNear.y teamed hoys: 11 and under diviand under medley.
and Missa Stockholm of
off to a slow start, may Cards player has hit two
third, one point ahead of to win the the medley sion. came in third in
Simmons. Austin. Murray.
have finally found his in one game .and gave
Murray.
relay in their age the individual medley 'Sean Stogner
Malinauskas, in the 10
and
-timing" in the batter's light-hitting St. Louis a
Snyder touched first
and breaststroke. •
Malinauskas came in and under division
box
team total of 30 for the. in the freest); le.
Britt Trimble. ninny
•1 /minis Stogner finish- third in the boys' 14 and Thursday, won all five
Ja _kson, who had an season.
breaststroke, 1.ampt'. NI a r
ed third in the under freestyle relay. individual events —
eight-game hitting
backstroke and in- Vanclegrift and Aaron breaststroke in the Simmons,
Austin, freestyle, backstroke,
"It's been a battle all
streak snapped Monday
Jeremy Chapman and
dividual medley in the Perkins won the medley girls 15-15 division.
Stogner and Vandegrift breaststrok€. individual
year.
I just waited on girls'
night, was named MonShane Garner clouted
eight and under relay in the boys' I() and
Two races were held came in third in the medley and butterfly.
day as player of the the ball and let my age division.
grand slams in games
under division. They in the six and under divi- medley relay.
Sarah Snyder nearly
week in the Southern hands fly," said McGee.
played in the Kirksey
Trimble posted the came in third in the sion. though no points
Candi Manis, Shannon won all five in the eight
a .248 hitter who a year fastest
League.
times in the freestyle relay.
were awarded toward Wilkins, and Kris Olson and under division, but Park League through
During his hitting ago parlayed a .353 freestyle. individual
Trimble placed tliird the team standings. Ka- finished third in the was edged out in the July.
streak. Jackson had col- average into the NL's medley a'nd in the individual medley ty 71.1c :V.ea ry won
Noel Tax Servicethe girls' 14 and under freestyle,race, finishing
lected 11 hits in 26 times Most Valuable Player breaststroke in the 12 •and breaststroke.
Kirksey Feed Mill
freestyle. and .Jessica medley relay.
second.
at bat, for a .423 batting award. "It (-hitting
defeated Tabers
and under group. She
In the boys' 12 and Lampe placed second in
Because the Murray
In the _girls' 12 and
average. He scored goes in spurts. You've had the second fastest under division, .John the breaststroke.
Acoustical-Public Ice
meet was an invita- under division, Trimble
seven runs and drove in got to have a little times in the backstroke Michael 'Austin finished
Four relay teams tional, no heats were was first in the four times in the Park
luck."
11.
and butterfly.
third in the individual eit riled Second place run. Each team was breaststroke, butterfly League, winning by
scores of 10-9, 17-10, 14-1
assigned one lane and and individual medley
and 30-10.
entered its top swimmer and third in the
Chapman's slam
in each event.
freestyle and
came on July 7.
Murray competed in backstroke.
Garner's was one of two
another invitational
Parker won the
home runs he hit on July
\TT
meet on Thursday, plac- freestyle and placed
14.
ing third behind third in the backstroke.
In Little League acMayfield and Greenville individual medley and
tion, The Country Storein the Mayfield Kiwanis butterfly among the 14
14 S. 12th St. — Conveniently located next to Phillips 66 Service Center
Century 21 beat
Invitational.
and undez:_girls. Wilkins
Storey's-Coca Cola
Mayfield garnered 536 placed third in the
'•-•;)
22-10, 14-10 and 12-10.
4°5
points, 103 more than breaststroke.
Storey's-Coca Cola won
Greenville and 187 more
Katy McNeary had
two games from The
than Murray. __
the best time in the
Country Store-Century
Gaya Trimble set two, freestyle and
12-11 and 12-10.
pool records at the backstroke in the girls' 21.
Little Leaguers Jason
meet. Her time of 42:47 six and under division.
DICK
Carson and Russell
.a.the breaststroke bet- Jessica Lampe finished__
BUTKUS
- Tabors cracked home
tered the old mark-of- third in both events.
(former Chicago
runs on June 27. On July
Bears linebacker)
43:22 set by Megan Cap-,/
Heather Jedan, in the
14
1, Kelly Martin homered
ToOtk- of Murray:" Her girls' eight And under
twice, while Jason
group, was first in the
Greer and Jason Chapfreestyle, second in the
man homered once.
backstroke and inJason Borders, Greer
dividual medley and
and Carson. on July 11,
third in the butterfly.
all hit homers.
Serenity Heegel was
Steve Shepard and
third in the
Steve Lovett smashed
breaststroke.
homers over the center.
Sarah Snyder, Jedan,
field fence in the Pony
Heegel and Sara
League on July 3.
Grand Rivers, Ky.
McNeary were first in
Holland Drug-Faye's
the the medley and
and Farm Bureau freestyle relays.
Murray Wholesale Tire
Malinauskas. Noel each won three games
Jedan,' Heather Jedan in the league.
Sarah Snyder
and
Holland Drug-Faye's
•Streets
finished first in the
won by scores of 9-7 and
*Roadways
freestyle and medley
7-5 and by a forfeit.
relays in the 10 and
'Parking Lots
•21cc-2 cycle engine
Farm Bureau-Murray
under divsision. Noel
Wholesale Tire triumph•48- shaft for trimming ease
•Shopping Ctrs
Jedan came in third in ed 19-8, 17-4 and 11-3.
•tap cutting head to
•Residential
the backstroke.
Kountry KurlSUPPLIES
breaststroke and in- Dennison-Hunt defeated
advance line
Subdivisions
dividual medley.
Murray Home and AutoLim
AR
ITEED
fire
rr
In the boys' 10 and
Kirksey Ball Club 30-21,
under division, Jimmy
3-1, 10-8. 15-10 and 10-8 in
Lampe placed third in "the girls' softball
GT20QCE
the .freestyle and
league. Murray Home
breaststroke; and *Britt and Auto-Kirksey Ball
Trimble placed second
Club won two games,
in the breaststroke and
17-4 and 15-10.
third in the butterfly.
Paducah
Lampe, Trimble, • in the T-Ball League,
Lake City
Aaron Perkins and Peoples Bank-Gould Oil
and, Bank of MurrayMayfield
Hutson Chemical played
(Ceat'd ea page 1)
seven games.

Snyder wins 4 events at Murray swim meet

Jackson's bat
coming to life

ie.--

Kirksey
sluggers
hit slams

•
bkjGERRALD BOYD'S CAR WASH
•Power Sprayers •Vacuums

OPEN 24 MS*

•Towels

•Wax

(
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Rivals pool money at Keeneland

The Murray-Calloway County B-Team Little League All-Stars are playing in a tournament at
Mayfield
this week. Monday, they lost 24-6 to Calvert City. They play Marshall County White tonight at 6
p.m.
Members of the team are, front row, left to right, Russell Adkins, Curtis Bucy, Darren Gantt,
Brent
Keller and Jayson Kelley; second row, 1-r, Michael Carr, Mitchell Fike, Brian McClard, Jeremy
Grogan and Toby Latimer; back row, left to right, Clyde Adkins, Gary McClard and Dave Carr. Aaron
Pasbrig is not shown.

Browns place Smith on waivers
(AP) — The
Cleveland Browns
aren't waiting to find
out what happens to
10th-round draft pick
Willie Smith, who was
arrested last month on
charges of possession of
cocaine and carving a
concealed weapon.
Browns spokesman
Kevin Byrne said the
team will put the former
University of Miami
(Fla.) All-America tight
end on waivers
Tuesday.
"We waited until we
received all of the information and have decided to waive our rights to
Willie Smith. We think
it's in the best interests
of the Cleveland Browns
that he be given the opportunity to play
elsewhere," Byrne said
Monday.
Smith was arrested
June 30 after a motel
parking disturbance in
South Florida.
Assistant State Attorney Joe Rosenbaum
said in Miami earlier
Monday that if Smith
successfully completed
a drug counseling program, Florida would
drop all charges against
, him. He said if Smith
didn't finish the program or is re-arrested
the case would be be set
for trial.

Smith was arrested
San Francisco 49er
after a woman called Joe Montana tested his
police claiming a man throwing shoulder for
was chasing her. The the first time since arwoman told officials throscopic surgery
that the Man had picked seven weeks ago. • "It
up her purse after she felt good, it felt real
dropped it during the good." Montana said. "I
chase.
threw a little harder
At the time, Metro- than I expectedlo."
Dade police Apokesman
Montana hurt the
Jim Hutton said police shoulder in last
found Smith sitting in a December's playoff loss
car with what appeared to thy New York Giants.
to be a plastic bag- con- In mini-camp this sprtaining cocaine and a ing. he experienced pain
.357-caliber Magnum - -white throwing, and he
pistol on the seat beside decided then _upon the
him.
surgery.
Two star quarterThree second-round
backs started training draft choices 'signed
on Monday.
.
•
contracts Monday.
Dan Marino made
The New Orleans
$850,000 just for showing
Saints signed running
up at the Miami
Dolphins' training back Dalton Hilliard to
camp. He collected on a three-year contract.
ending a three-day
an appearance bonus in
holdout by LSU's allthe contract he is trying
time leading rusher.
to renegotiate. He said
Darryl Clack ended a
he has no plans to walk
two-week absence from
out of camp despite not
the Dallas Cowboys'
having the new contract
camp,
signing a fourhe wants.
Marino's original year contract for some
four-year, $2 million $250.000 per year.
deal, which had the • The-New York Giants
huge appearance bonus signed Arkansas safety
written into it. expires Greg Lester, their fifth
Feb. 1. Marino's agent. pick overall and fourth
Marvin Demoff. said he in the second round. No
and Dolphins owner Joe terms were disclosed.
Robbie have discussed a
Running back Joe
new deal in the past few Morris did not report to
-months with no ap- -the Giants' training
parent progress.
camp Monday because

of a contract dispute.
Morris is in the option
year of his contract and
is looking to renegotiate
after rushing for 1,366
yards and scoring 21
touchdowns last season.
Giants General
Manager George Young
said Morris. who is
entering his fifth season
with the team, is under
contract for this year
and will be fined for failing to report with the
rett of the xeterans.
Veteran' defensive
tackle Mark Duda, one
of six experienced St.
Louis Cardinals holding
out, signed at terms not
disclosed. A team
spokesman said Duda
would join drills at
Eastern,Illinois University on Tuesday.

Mark Vandegrift placed
third in the freestyle
and medley relays.
John Michael Austin
was second in the
backstroke and third in
the individual medley in
the- boys' 12 and under
group. Austin, Scott
McKeel, Dusty Wilson
and David Vandegrift
were second in the

medley relay and third
in the freestyle.
Donnis Stogner finished second in the
breaststoke among
girls' 15-18. She joined
Kellye Olson, Jennifer
Parker and Gaya Trimble in finishing third in
the freestyle relay.
Stogner. Olson, Parker
and Beth Vandegrift
finished third in the'
medley relay.

Houston leading NL West
(AP) — Now that the
Houston Astros have
won four straight
games, they're looking
to get hot.
"We put three or four
together before. We've
been consistent, but we
just haven't gotten hot
yet," Bill Doran said
Monday night after the
Astros rallied for two
runs In the ninth inning
and beat the Montreal
Expos 8-7.

The victory put
Houston in sole possession of first place in the
National League West.
one game ahead of San
Francisco.
Jose Cruz, who went
4-for-5 with a homer and
double. and Glenn Davis
drove in three runs
apiece for the Astros
Davis singled home the
tying _run in the ninth_
and Cruz followed by
singling home the gamewinner.

Mark Simmons touched third in the bnys' 14
and under division
breaststroke. Simmons,
Sean Stogner. Austin
and David Vandegrift
came in third in the
freestyle relay.
In the boys' six and
under division. Chad
Delancey placed fifth in
the freestyle and
backstroke. '
Seth Allgood placed
third in the freestyle in
the boys' eight and
under division.
Armstrong, Perkins,
Trimble and Nicole

MC

Jedan finished third in
the freestyle and
medley relays in the 12
and under division.
_ Parker, Wilkins,
Manis and Kris Olson came in second in the
girls' 14 and under
freestyle relay. Parker,
Manis. Olson and Beth
Vandegrift came in second in the the medley
relay.
In the boys' 15-18 division. Austin, David
Vandegrift. Stogner and
Simmons were third in
the freestyle and
medley relays.

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

--assamer
t
No.

-4i,ransmo

Phillips 66
Old Foshlonod
Courtoous SorvIc•
—Full Self Sarvo Gas
—We hand wash. buff & wax curl.

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE aNTER, INC.
Isteblisheml 1956
514 S. 12th

- -L.1111111111W

•—•

1986 TK 10703 4 X 4, Short Bed, 5.0
liter, V-8, A/T, PS, PB, AC, Sierra
Classic, operator convenience
ppcOge.
s15,221.

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

753-1750

Mets continue
winning ways

Gary Carter hit a tworun single and Rick
Aguilera checked Cincinnati for eight innings
as New York beat Mario
And one more veteran Soto and the Reds.
is giving it one more try.
Aguilera. 3-3, gave up
Cliff Branch, nine eight hits and struck out
days short of his 38th a career-high nine.
birthday, reported to Jesse Orosco pitched a
the Los Angeles scoreless ninth for his
Raiders' training camp. 13th save.
Branch had been exSoto, 3-8, activated for
pected to retire.
the disabled list earlier
Coach Tom Flores in the day, had been
said the pending retire- sidelined since June 19
ment "has been put on because of shoulder prohold."
blems. He left in the
"He's aware that his fifth inning and gave up
status on the depth three runs on six hits.
chart isn't the same as it
once was," Flores said.'
"But he wants to give it
a try."

Trimble breaks two pool records
(Cont'd from page 8)

((ont'd from page 8)
always hope for a
breakout."
TheSh-eik
Mohammed-Sangster
bidding was the
highlight of a lackluster
day that saw 129 yearlings go for $55.494,000,
an average of $430,186.
The figures were
down 5.3 percent from
last year's first day.
when 130 head brought
$59,040,000, an average
of $430,186.
Last year 25 yearlings
were purchased for
more than $1 million
each, but only six such
purchases occurred
Monday.
"I hope the sale
doesn't have to depend
on two major buyers,"
Taylor- said. who
described overall sales
as being "spotty."
The selected sale ends
today, with another 150
yearlings being offered.
A separate yearling sale
will be held Wednesday
with 153 led into the
sales ring.
There were also 21
bids that were not accepted by breeders
Monday,compared to 12
during the first day a
year ago.
Northern Dancer and
Nijinsky II were the top
sires during the first
session, with four Northern Dancer yearlings
averaging $1.3 million
and four Nijinsky II
horses going for $1.04
million.
Northern Dancer, a
former Canadian horse
of the year, is considered the world's top
sire, with More than 115
stakes winners and 21
champions, oinCluding
Nijinsky II.
Last year British
Bloodstocii AgengY of
England, representing
another syndicate head-

New Group
Medicare
Supplement Plans
AnnoUnced — At
Rates As Low
As $21 A Month!

A Washington D.C.
association has looked into
Medicare,and into huzzance
plans to help America's
senior citizens protect
themselves against the
hospital and medical charges
not paid by Medicare.
Barb Enloe. National
Director of the Federation of
American Consumers and
Travelers (F.A.C.T.), says.
as a result of the study, new
Group Plans of insurance
have been designed which
provide affordable help for
people on a fixed income.
Members of F.A.C.T. may
purchase the protection for
as little as $21 00 a month.
Mrs Enloe says all
members wit) are age 65 or
older and who are eligible for
Medicare are guaranteed acceptance. regardless of past
or present health conditions.
She also emphasized that
the plans are underwritten
by leading companies which
have been carefully investigated by FACT 's Insurance Advisory Board
Local persons who
want information,
without obligation,
about the
Group
Plans, may contact:

BOnnett & Associates
305 N. 4th Murray
Phone 753-7273
ersons who' already
belong to F A C.T may
receive full details about the
Group Insurance at the same
number and address
_J

ed by Sangster. paid a
record $13.1 million for
Seattle Dancer, a Nijinsky II colt out of My
Charmer, the dam of
Seattle Slew.
Nijinsky II, a former
European champion,
has more than 90 stakes
winners among his
progeny.
Sangster on Monday
also purchased for $3.2
million a bay colt by Nijinsky II out of Blush
With Pride through a
syndicate in the British
Bloodstock Agency of
Ireland.
Gainsborough Stud

Management. with
James Cannon as agent.
paid $2 million for a
chestnut colt by
Blushing Groom out of
Glorious Song, and property of the Hill 'N' Dale
Sales Agency.
Gainesborough Farm is
owned by Sheik
Maktoum al Maktoum,
brother of Sheik
Mohammed.
Gainsborough also
spent $1.2 million for a
bay colt from Alleged
out of Chain Bracelet. It
was the property of Mill
Ridge Farm. Ltd.. agent
for W Lazy T Ltd.

European G.B.
Blackwell paid $1.15
million for a Mr. Prospector bay colt out of
Durtal, and property of
Valerio. Ltd.
Sheik Hamdan al
Maktoum, another
Maktoum brother, paid
$1.4 million for a
Nureyev colt out of
Heavenly Power, the
property of Underhill
Farm. _
Last year 258 yearlings were sold for an
average of $537,383,
down from the record
1984 sale that saw 323
horses go for $544,681.
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San Frain 1S. U Mug, 7 4 at St 1...ois ,"f
AMERICAN LEAGUE
•n •
East Divosion
Montreal Youmans iot 5 at 14,ouston
W
I.
Pct
GB
7
Boston
57
35
Wednesday s Games
620
New York
San Diego at Chi...go
5:1
Ii
56.4
5
(leveland
Montreal at Houston
49 Ii
544
Toronto
New York at Cult innala • n
44
51
537
Baltimore
Lass Angeles at Pittsburg!: in.
49 43
533
I retroil
Philadelphia at Atlanta , n
47
45
511 10
Milwaukee
43
473 131
, San Francisco at St 1.0l11, in.
West 01114S44:141
TRANSACTIONS
California
49
43
533 Texas
47
46
505
2.,
BASEBALL
Kansas City
43 50
462 6.,
American League
Chicago
42 49
462 6.,
BALTIMORE: ORIOLES- Actlyated Storr, I.., Seattle
42 53
442 .
pitcher from the 15-day disabled list Sent M
Minnesota
39 54
419 10, catcher to Roc hester of the International I.eague
Oakland
38
57
41111 12+,
TEXAS RAISGERS- Placed Mike Masoi, phi her
Monday's Games
on the 15-day disabled list Purchased in...'0111.,, I ot
New York *. Texas 4
Mike Loynd pitcher from Tulsa of the Texas League
Minnesota 1, Detroit to
Moved Rio Icy Wright pitcher from the
Cleveland 5 (fir ago 2
21 day disabled list
Kansas City it Baltimore I
National Leave Milwauker.5. Californta 3
LOS ANGELES ItODGEKS-Plilled 51114.- M.ar
Toronto 8. Seattle 3
shall outfielder on the 15-day .disiable,1 list elf., live
Oakland 5 Boston 2
Tuesday Called up Jose Gonzalez outfielder f /Orr,
Tuesday's Games
Alberquerque of the I'd. du Coast Leagoo,
Boston , Seaver 4 7. al Oakland Anolujar 57. ,
MONTREAL !.5! 115 -Signed 41111rs Beige,
Texas i Crrrrea .1'7, at New York c Itasniusson It 2,
t her. and assigried ' n1 tuatrattenturi ot the I
.n.
lorague
Minnesota • B151even 9 s al I ietroit , Terrell 8 8 ,
FOOTBALL
,n
National Football League
Chicago I liotson 7-9. at Cleveland oCandiotti 57
CINCINNATI HElS:GALS -Signe.:
on. .
Tom Flaherty. linebackers Tin, Stone t.i. 61
,
Kansas City i Saberhagen 10 at Btaltinioie • Davis Steve Bradley*quaterbacli
inc
CLEVE:LAND BROWNS-Signed I
1 sort..
Toronto • Key 9•6 • at Seattle . Langston 9-6, in,
defensive back Ron Aetzel. tight Vtld .111111 ,4 41, ,1 •
Milwaukee i Nieves *4. it California 'Sutton 9.6,
linebacker
•
ni
DALLAS COWBOYS -Signed I iarrs I 1 11.1, Cr ,,• • .
WednescIAN's Games
back, to. four-year contract
Texas at New York
DENS ER BRONCOS-Released Johr I ieli.wr as.1
Boston at Oaklanol
James Quail-s wide receivers Brad Hurditt plc..
Toronto at Seattle
kicker. and Mike Morris, center guard
Minnesota at Detroit , n
Placed Van Pearcy safety on injured r .
•
Chicago at Cleveland on.
DETROIT LIONS-Placed Mark Nichols out,
Kansas ('Its at Baltimore .n •
receiver on the physleally unable to perform list Pod,
Milwaukee at California. in. •
Mandley wide receiver on the non football ir;ury
-- Waived Scott Hillman defensive end Signed T I.•
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Brown wide receiver and Clarence Glenn s.o!e•
East ()matron
HOUSTON OILERS-Signed Ray Walla,.
New York
9.1.5
29
6I
Chuck Banks, running back- Bob Sebring and I.
Montreal
15
40
545 12., Strogen. linebackers Larrv ;riff in cornerh...
Philadelphia
44
46
189 171
, Sommer guard. and -Mark Coehran otter• •
Chicago
39 50
438 22
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS-Cut Russell I
St Louis
39 52
429 23
end and Waddell Smith wide receive,
Pittsburgh
31•
Si
427 23
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Signed Hall Hall, .alen
West Division
sive tackle
Houston
51
12
548 NEW ENGLAND I. ATItloITS o•••
•
San Francisco
-'Si
43
534,
1
Williams. running back Placed .1.anon M•so.: .1.
San Diego
47
46
5
495
sive end on the reserve did not report list
Cincinnati
4143 6
43 46
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Signed lialton HIlliar ,i
Atlanta
467
43 49
7.; running back, to a three year I ontra, t
Los Angeles
5 I„
457
42 50
NEW YORK JETS-Agreed to terms with Tin:
Monday's Games
Crawford linebao ker
Chicago 6 San Diego I
PHILADELPHIA F:AGLES- Signed
Philadelphia 3. Atlanta 1
quarterback to a four year I ontra‘ t !Pat V. V •
New York 4. Cincinnati 2
defensive end, and Byron Lee linebackei
St Louts 9. San Francisco 3
ST LOUIS CARDINALS-Signed Mark trod.,
Houston SMontreal 7
defensive tackle Waived Steve ti-shes.1 1, ha.
Only games scheduled
Port's. nose tackles and Tim Greer will,- •
%el
Tuesday's Games
SAN FRANCISCO
San Diego . %to:Cullers 52• at Chicago Lynch 1 1.
guard-center and Stark Harmon pia, • - - • •
Los Angeles 1Pena 1 I at Pittsburgh • Rhoden 9-6.
WASHINGTON RF:DSKINS-Ann,,s
1 1116 Os
Adams linebacker had left camp Waned Mike
New York .0pda 11,2. at Cincinnati -Terry 2,
Thimpson
er
Jot, Peters:a
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We Now Have Pond Raised
Fresh Frozen

Catfish Fiddlers
100% Quarter Pounders
14 Lb Box

Ground Beef
Patties
$

8
"

Lb $2
2
9
Choice Sides 225 !b 300 lb
No Charge foi Cutting
Wrapping or Freezing

Beef
$ 25
Lb

Field's

Wieners
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Frosty Acres Fresh Frozen Vegetables
99
Baby Limas
20 Lb $ 18
Purple Hull Peas
20 Lb $ 1699
99
Blackeyed Peas
20 Lb $ 17
Lb

$

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

Gibson Ham Co.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

•
.
1.
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5 5.1551511.1.
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tether was the best
-teacher he ever had. As
a result of his father's
influence. L.J. Hortin
and his five brothers all
became teachers. His
only sister married a
teacher who later
became a dentist.
Throughout his 46
years as an educator
before he retired July 1.
1974. he combined
teaching with
newspaper work.
At ages 18 and 19. he
taught two years inaneroom rural schools in Illinois before entering
McKendree College at
Lebanon. Ill. There, he
became editor of the
school .newspaper as
well a4Pa feature writer.
It was during this
time that he became acquainted with F..4.
Behymer, famous
feature writer of the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch.
This association led to
Dr. Hortin's becoming a
writer and reporter for
the Post-Dispatch.
Following his'graduation from McKendree
College in 1927. Dr. Hortin worked for a while
for the Post-Dispatch.
His "news beat" was a
tough one — in
gangster-ridden East St
Louis, Ill. Most of his
assignments dealt
mainly with violence
and crime.
For a man who loved
life and people. it was
not the place in which to
live. In the summer of
1928. he came to Murray
State Normal School to
work in the journalism
Separtment
A single. 24-year-old
mag, he could have settled anywhere, but he
.fell in love with the
beautiful architecture
and the clean campi.xs of
the
A -young school.
In one of his classes he
niet $, a - beautiful girl
from Paducah, Mellie
Scott. She was'a school
teacher in McCracken
County. They were married Nov. 26. 1930.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells.
who founded the school
and who was president
at that time. made Dr.
Hortin head of the journalism department and
debate coach as well as
a classroom teacher.
Dr.'Hortin organized
and coached the first
debate team at Murray
State in 1928. Once he
sent two debate teams
to a collegiate tourna-

ment to debate the
leading teams in the
Southwest. They
eliminated all teams
and met themselves in
the finals. The judges.
however, would not let
them debate each other
and gave each team a
trophy.
Dr. Hortin's involvement with Murray was
Interrupted at the end of
19 years in 1947 when he
joined the faculty at
Ohio University in
Athens. Ohio, as a professor and director of
the School of
Journalism.
There he developed
the "Ohio Plan" for a
publications workshop.
Five hundred high
schools sent 2.000 student journalists to the
workshop each
summer_
He also was instrumental in developing a public relations
program for Ohio
hospitals.
He was managing
secretary of the
Southeast Ohio
Newspaper Association,
and served as one of the
Hooper Judges for judging 300 to 400 Ohio
newspapers under the
auspices of the Ohio
Newspaper Association.
The time and effort he
has spent for others has
not gone unnoticed. In
1954, McKendree College presented him with
an honorary doctor's
degree. In 1966, Columbia Scholastic . Press
Association awarded
him its Gold Key
Award. He was a recipient of the Yearbook
Honor Award from the
National Yearbook
Association.
In 1967. Ohio University presented him with
its Hono'r Award, and
the Distinguished Service to Journalis.m
Award was presented to
him by the Ohio
Newspaper Association
that same year.
Dr. Hortin's name is
included in Who's Who
in America 1966-67, Personalities of the South
1968. Who's Who in the
South and Southeast
1969, Who's Who in the
Midwest. Who's Who in
Education and Outstanding Educators of
America in 1970.
After 20 years. Dr.
Hortin retired from
Ohio University and
returned to Murray. His

retirement was shortlived as he returned immediately to Murray
State University as a
professor and director
of journalism. In 196s.
he organized and instituted a major program in journalism at
Murray State leading to
the A.B. and Master's
degrees in journalism.
After seven years in
this capacity, he retired
a second time, this time
from Murray State.' At
this time., Dr. Constantine Curris. Murray's
president. presented
him with the university's highest honor —
an honorary doctor's
degree,.
Dr. Hortin has never
been content to sit .and
watch others do the
work. He has spent his
life being involved in
chic affairs.
As a young man he
served as the active,and
successful secretary of
the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
As executive
secretary for the Lower
Tennessee Valley
Aut.hority, he
spearheaded the drive
for Kentucky Dam. The
13 years he spent on this
project assisted in bringing about a great
social-political achievement for the area. He
was very happy when
Murray became the
first city in Kentucky to
receive TVA power.
As president of the
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society, he
aided the sesquicentennial observance: He
directed the movement
to print the history of
Jackson purchase, the
first ever to be recorded
in 150 years.
Dr. Hortin Was coauthored a textbook.
"Modern Journalism."
He authored a debate
brief for the National
Debators Association in
Athens. Ga. He has contributed and continues
to Contribute articles to
numerous magazines.
As a correspondent
for the Associated Press
and United Press he-has
written hundreds of articles. news stories and
special features.
His life has been lived
to the fullest each day.
His membership in
numerous honor, social
and civic organizations
would keep "an average
person" on the run.
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"I'm the luckiest man
in the world." the tall.
slender, well-dressed,
distinguished professor
told his students in the
articles class he taught
at the eighth Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing
Workshop on the Murray State campus.
Why?
Because his greatest
satisfaction in life has
been his marriage of
more than 55 years. It
was the making of the
Maii:'He—le-els honored'
when Jesse Stuart
refers to Mellie and L.J.
as a team. This is one of
Stuart's highest compliments to a couple.
Dr. Hortin's biggest
story was the rediscovery of Nathan 13.
Stubblefield as inventor
of the radio. He is pleased to be a reporter and
Thunderbirds North and South
believes if it is possible.
one should alwhys pre- Thunderbird pilots of the lead solo and opposing solo F-16 fighter-planes appear to narrowly miss each
Sent his subject in the other while performing for the Nebraska Air National guard 40th anniversary recently. The solo F-16's
were perfroming an opposing four point roll. The next stop for the Thunderbirds was Milwaukee.
most appropriate way_
Dr. Hortin believes in
attacking wrong doing
and evil — but not the
man. He sticks to facts
in reporting. In an interview, he wants the person being interviewed to
feel that it is a good picLOUISVILLE, ,Ky. only defense against un- time on safety inspecfaulty equipment.
ture that has been i AI' —
The assistant safe trucks.
Mons, Anders said,
One accident occurpresented. His motto on
director of the Division
"It's a no-win situaThey do many safety red June 25 on Inreporting, "When in
of Motor Vehicle En- tion. We're just out- inspections on overtime,
terstate 75 in northern
doubt, don't"
forcement says that numbered," said Gor- most of which is paid for
Kentucky. when a man
Teaching always has
with unsafe heavy don Roberts, a state by the federal Motor
died in a fiery collison
been an important part
trticks traveling on Ken- vehicle inspector in Jef- Carriers Safety
that began when the
of his life.
tucky's highways, other ferson County. "Every Assistance Program.
brakes apparently failTo him, it is the
motorists are playing day unsafe trucks pass The program offers 80
greatest profession in
ed on a tractor-trailer
"Russian roulette."
through the county."
cents for every 20 cents owned by Seamco
the world.
Maj. Steve Anders
State Rep. Hank Han- the state provides. This
His face radiates hapLaboratories of Tampa,
said he is not surprised cock. D-Frankfort, a year the state was
piness in the classroom.
Fla.
by the number of trucks member of the House awarded $300,000 in
It looks-as if he was havThe other accident octraveling the state's Transportation Com- federal money. and
ing fun when he is workcurred July 8 on 1-71 in
highways and roads that mittee, said he thinks Anders said state motor
ing. His enthusiasm for
Jefferson County; when
teaching comes across do not meet safety Kentucky does not have ,vehiele officers Will in- a sanitation4ruck Plptvregulations.
enough- vehicle spect about 30.000 ed
in the classroom and
into' a highway About half the 25.000 inspectors. ,
trucks.
makes learning exciting
department vehicle,
trucks
were
-that.
inHancock said the
"We've got a world of starting a chain reacand fun for his students.
The test, he says, for spected for . safety last state inspection system laws on the books that tion that crushed three
teaching . is in the 'year were ordered off probably will be are not being properly state highway workers.
the highway. The most discussed at a commit- enforced because . of
product.
file Jefferson County
Dr. Hortin feels great common defect was lee meeting in lack of manpower," he coroner's accident insaid. "We've had two vestigator determined
pride and satisfaction in faulty or poorly ad- September.
Enforcement officers very tragic accidents that the truck,
.the success and a ChieVe- justed brakes.
owned by
Although 24 states must also search for now. ,Maybe something
ment of his students.
Tyler Sanitation Inc. of
will be done."
Many have distinguish- have mandatory overweight trucks and
La Grange, had been
ed themselves in the vehicle-inspection pro- drivers who have not
Within the last month. poorly maintained and
grams. Kentucky does paid Kentucky taxes, so two highly publicized
field of journalism.
that only one of its six
John Mack Carter is not. In Kentucky, state they can spend only fatal truck accidents brakes was working
publishe-r of Good vehicle officers are the about 20 percent of their have been blamed on properly.
H.ouse'lkeeping
magazine. The late
Gene Graham and the
late John Fetterman
won Pulitzer Prizes for
reporting. Fetterman on
CHAT TA N
hours questioning the' tions to make it look like the funds were
GA.()O
two occasions. Bill
Tenn. i AP — Many in- first witness called. SIBC was making a pro- uninsured.
Powell, for many years
vestors put their life Thomas DuVoisin, who fit when it was not," he
"C.H. Butcher did not
editor of The Paducah
savings into Southern was appointed li- said.
intentionally deceive
Sun-Democra land until
Industrial Banking quidating trustee for
The thrift, which was anyone." Cook said.
he recently retired the
Corp. and were ruined Southern Industrial in part of Butcher's $1.5
Prosecutors claim
West Kentucky bureau
when the loan and thrift 1984.
billion financial empire. Butcher and Steiner
chief for The Louisville
DuVoisin testified was chartered under noticed in 1979 that
Courier-Journal is company filed for
bankruptcy
about
a series of com- state law and offered
in
March
regulators were not payanother, as was Ed
Freeman, the late editor 1983. a prosecutor says. plicated loans and tran- customers investment ing attention to the comC.H. Butcher Jr.. 48. sactions he has dealt certificates, accounts pany and started using
of The Nashville
and James E. Steiner, with as trustee. He cur- similar to savings ac- Southern Industrial to
Banner-Tennessean.
hide bad loans from
One of his greatest 43. misled the public rently is trying to collect counts at banks and injoys. however, haS been about S-o-uthe-rn • - tn- - millions of dollars from stallment loans secured banks controlled by Buthis association with the dustrial's financial con- investors who withdrew by second mortgages on cher and his brother,
Jesse Stuart Creative dition and lending prac- money shortly before the borrowers' bank felon Jake
Butcher.
Writing Workshop. Until_ tices. Assistant U.S. At- the bankruptcy to pay property.
Bobby Lee Cook. But.
Tullock said the
recently, when her torney Jimmie Baxter creditors.
Assistant U.S. At- cher's attorney, thrift's commercial loan
health began to fail, he said Monday - during
and Mellie both looked opening statements in torney Laurens Tullock acknowledged that portfolio grew from $1.1
million in 1979 to $32
forward to being involv- their federal court trial. told the U.S. District money was lost when
"In many cases the Court jury that at least the bankruptcy petition
million in 1982, with $26
ed with it each year.
money invested in SIBC 5,000 people had $50 was filed, but said Butmillion of that tied to the
Few men can look
back over the years and represented the savings million in Southern In- cher did not mislead
Butchers, their families
recall a more s mean- -of a lifetime, everything dustrial at the time of investors.
and corporations and
"Mr. Butcher is not a
ingful and distinguished these people had."-Bax- the bankruptcy and lost
David A. Crabtree, a
perfect man. ... He has Butcher acountant who
record of service to his ter said. "In many more than $25 million.
Investors were not made some business is serving a 15-year
fellowman than can 1...1. cases, people were totally destroyed because told the thrift was mak- mistakes." Cook said.
Hortin.
prison term for
ing large, unsecured
Both Cook and Gordon
His love for lift and they trusted SIBC."
bankruptcy fraud.
Butcher, Southern In- commercial loans and Ball, Steiner's attorney,
his dedication. to
"SIBC was used as a
teaching are revealed to dustrial chairman and that the company had a said their clients never
personal source of loans
chief ex,ectitive,_ _a.r.i
negative net, worth of Concealed the loans or for "Those .three," he
every glass
His students down Steiner, president from $18 million in December tried to hide records said.
through the years will 1979 to 1983. each face 11 1982. TUllock said.
from regulators. They
•
Investors withdrew
.''C.H. Butcher Jr. was also pointed out that the
be indebted forever. to counts of mail fraud. 10
his personal inspiration counts of wire fraud and responsible for a series accounts and cer- about $28 million from
and his admonition that five counts of securities of accounting manipula- tifica,tes issued by the that time -until the
they travel through life fraud in the operation of tions and sham transac- thrift clearly stated that bankruptcy, Cook said.
first class — just as he the uninsured thrift.
Testimony was to conhad and continues to do
in retirement here at tinue today .after athome.
torneys spent about four

Motorists, playing 'Russian roulette"

Unsafe trucks found on state roads

SIBC used as 'personal loan source'

Lucille Ball returns to television

LOS ANGELES (AP
— Lucille Ball. after a
14-year absence from

1
Programmable hmer plugs directiy into wall socket Allows multiple setting of lamps &
appliances with up to 24 on off settings per day

Italian Spaghetti
Special

(EviREANH
Floating
Lantern with Battery

108w8
32034 i

Heavy duty lantern shines o powerful searchlight beam. Ideal
for booting & emergencies. With break-resistant lens & pushbutton on/off switch. Includes long-lasting six-volt lantern battery.

MURRAY SUPPLY
753-3361

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Free Refills On Drift'

[99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM
vo.(on rot lhos well of home for thos

Lucy" performance
that brought the cheering audience to its feet,

coming and I love you,"
said Miss Ball, 74, who
is returning to series
television for the first
time since 1974 in a
series called "Life With
Lucy." The show is expected to begin in
September.

Prince Charles to visit Chicago in September

ONLY $ 1 49

Inside Dining Only

series television, filmed
her first new show for
-ABC with a "vintage

an ABC spokesman
said
"The last scene was
vintage Lucy excitement," said Jasper
Vance, a publicist for
ABC.
"This is the first audience in a very long
time. I appreciate your

p' 1'

CHICAGO t AP
—
Britain's Prince Charles
isn't arriving until
September. .but
preparations already
are under way for his
one-day visit.
The Chicago media
met organizers of the
trip on Friday and were
told by a representative

of the British Consulate — and attends a benefit
Marshall
not to expectinterviews, Polo Ball at
Field's store. The next
"so,don't
"And don't fear that day, he tours a promo:.
•
anyone else will get an.
interview because they tIon of BritIsh goods at
Field's, visits a magnet
won't," Caroline
School, attends a recepCracraft said.
The prince arrives in tion sponsored by the
Chicago on Sept. 4 —
British consul general
without Princess Diana and plays a polo match.
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Store's design department can be helpful in redecorating
You're thinking about order, the store's
redecorating the living guarantee that the merroom, but need help in- chandise will arrive in
tegrating what you good condition and
already have with what possible time savings in
you need to buy. It's a job completion.
standard reason for
The Chicago departengaging the services of ment store Marshall
an interior designer. Field is one of those enRecently, however, joying what Robert J.
more people have been
Wetterer, director of the
consulting the design interior design studio,
department of their says is an unbroken
favorite local store. A
growth pattern.
number of department
The store is an examand furniture stores are
ple of how far some
reporting increased stores are willing to go
design department to get lucrative
business. One reason decorating business.
may be that many are There is no charge for
willing to work with the service, provided a
customers' existing fur- sufficient amount of
nishings and even to merchandise is purshop for special pieces chased. Although no
in the wholesale dollar amounts are set.
marketplace, provided
Wetterer said, it is not
some purchases are atypical for a client to
made through the store. spend many thousands
Advantages of retail of dollars for each room.
design departments inApproximately 24
clude access to the
Marshall Field
resources of a large designers shop
store, ability to charge decorating sources for
all purchases, which are items not carried in
often billed at delivery stock, draw floor plans
rather than at time of and make working

drawings. They also can
and will design custom
furniture, work with
contractors and architects, maintain their
own list of skilled craftsmen, even do kitchens
and baths right down to
the fixtures. They also
help clients select
linens, dinnerware and
accessories from other
store departments.
At Bloomingdale's,
there is a $500 charge
for the decorating service, but this is applied
to the first $2,500 of
merchandise.
While Bloomingdale's
designers will go into
the market for "special
pieces," they anticipate
that most of the items
purchased will come
from their stock, according to William Florio,
director of the Stamford. Conn., branch's
design department.
Typically, a client
may spend a minimum
of $15,000 per room and
much higher expenditures are common.
Florio says that once the

client OKs the selections
made by the designer, a
job can be completed
within three months.
Even the large national chains with
catalogs, such as J.C.
Penney, Sears and
Spiegel. have begun providing some decorating
guidance. Both Penney
and Sears offer shopathome services which
put company-trained individuals in the
customer's home to give
advice on and sell window treatments, as well
as decorative fabrics.
Sears also offers a
reupholstery service
and Penney's offers
carpeting.

covers and placemats
and shower curtains.
Penney's offers a
similar serVice, and
sells carpeting in the
home, but rarely
reupholstery. according
to acompany
spokesman. In both
chains the service is
free, regardless of
whether any merchandise is ordered. Prices
includes installation.
Spiegel. which has no
stores, uses specialty

catalogues and trained
telephone sales reps to
sell a wide variety of
home furnishings.
However, a full-scale interior design service is
being planned for introduction in 1987,
cording to Bette
Rosenberg, home
fashions coordinator.
"We are hoping to introduce a book in
December with a planning kit and after that, in
about a year or so, to of-

fer a service where a
customer will be able to
send a rough sketch of a
room and get a scheme
with suggested colors.
room arrangements and
furnishings from the
catalogue," she said.
Since decorating service policies are varied.
it's important to comparison shop to find out
what services are
offered.
Ask specific-ally if
decorators make home

visits. if they will
recommend, confer
with or supervise artisans and contractors.
if they are capable and
willing to design builtins, if they will shop outside the store for *merchandise tand under
what conditions I. and if
they have access to.
commercial fur-nishings. Ask to see examples of work by your
decorator - and check
tr+-It•ntials.

Sears shop-at-home
service is found in 80
percent of its 800 fullline stores according to
Wood Caldwell, group
style coordinator for
Sears Home Fashions.
Decorators help
customers choose window coverings.
bedspreads,
reupholstery. table

Now is good time to spruce up garage door
With pleasant sum- Choose a color that coormer weather at hand, dinates with the color
of
why not take advantage brick, wood or
siding.
of the chance to spruce What color are the shutup the exterior of your ters, eaves, doors?
You
home, namely the often may even want to paint
forgotten garage door!
the garage door two colors - using a conBefore preparing the trasting or complemensurface to paint, give tary color for the trim to
some thought to the col- coordinate with ttre
or scheme of the ex- overall appearance of
terior of your home. the house.

Quiet hammering tips given
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I live in an apartment and sometimes
have to do a bit of hammering. When I do, I
have a hard time trying
to make as little noise as
possible. Would it help
to put some padding
around the head of the
hammer?
A. - Yes, provided it
didn't throw off the accuracy of your work.
One way to handle this
problem is to place the
object being hammered
on a thick telephone
book. The book muffles
the sound and prevents
the undersurface from
being damaged.
Q. - Can I use linseed
oil on the cedar shingles
on our house? They
have never had any
finish on them.
A. - The linseed oil
may cause the shingles
to become black after a
few years. If the purpose is to protect the
wood, use a preservative. If the purpose is
to color it, use a stain.
Q. - Over the years I
have read about different solutions that can
be used to clean the
ceramic tiles in a
bathroom shower stall. I
never had occasion to
pay much attention to
the information until
now. I have tried
several commercial
products and different
solutions that were
recommended, but a
kind of cloudiness occurs later. Do you have
any special method of
cleaning ceramic tile
that might help me?
A. - It is surprising
you have not had
results, since ceramic
tile usually can be
cleaned by many different products.
However, you might try
vinegar. Test it first in a
corner of the shower.
And be sure there is
plenty of ventilation
when you use it.
(The techniques of using varnish. shellac, lacquer, stain, remover.
bleach...etc . are detailed in 'Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood
Finishirk In the Home,"
which can be obtained
by sending 50 cents and
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to

Know-How, P. 0. Box
477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of
general interest will be
answered in the column.

For your efforts to be remove mildew use a
worthwhile and long- solution of household
lasting, the National bleach and water.
Paint. and Coatings
Remove all of • the
Association suggests mildew, otherwise it
you properly prepare will reappear even after
the surface for painting. you hate. painted. Wash
When painting a wooden dirt from the garage
garage door that door with a detergent
already has a coat of and water solution- or
paint, be sure to scrape use a commercial
away peeling paint and cleaner. When cleaning
sand and prime the with a solution containareas. Take the time to ing bleach .or detergent,
check any metal on the be sure to wear gloves.
door such as handles After cleaning, rinse
and locks. If possible, it with water and let the
may be a good idea to door completely dry
remove the handles and before painting.
locks while painting the
Brushes or rollers can
door.
be used to paint the
Be sure to remove all garage door. Be sure to
mildew, dirt and grime, keep cloths on hand to
from the door To clean up spills.

1•1 YEAR Full Warranty-AN Parts and Labor
2nd thn.i 5th YEAR. Limited Warranty All Parts With a Labor Allowance'

A
Two Oval Assurance

Now on Sale
6,200 BTU to 18,200 BTU
$

1 .95
279

Storting at
Exclusive 5 Year Warranty
The greater the
"R" value the
greater the
insulating power

tt you're locking for an or condit•ohe, and yOu wont
•Value
• Surer ape,
•Dependable performance •Superior Quol,t,
Talk to our Codified Cotner Al,Condmoning
SpoeloNst - on duho now
The CARRIER MA'. s poking *o heir ..ou

318- Variable Speed Reversing Drill. Efficient
1/4 HP. motor 0-1200 rpm. Double gear reduced
I Two year warranty
103 593 •:14411 5)

Reg 24 99
Eloctronic Bug Killer lures insects from up to 1 3
acre with 12 watts of high Intensity "black light
Quiet, no loud zapping sounds
4;
701 238 AR101211

Fric-T-f
S

Clearance Prices
On All
Lawn Mowers

Beech m

8.44
\

Need to replace a worn-out tub or
shower,add a bathroom to that new upstairs
addition, or turn yoyr unused closet into an
extra shower? Now you can. Remodeling units
by Aqua Glass install in two easy pieces and
can fit spaces from 32" to 60". They're perfect for
hard-to-reach areas and fit easily through a standard door
way. Choose from a wide variety of colors.

208 E. Main

s

.

753-3361

Reg 14 99

Gallon Wood Preservative protects against
mildew & decay reduces swelling & shrink
ing Stain or pamtable f,n 725040kt ai
<4.•

90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING AVAILABLE

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
5sisatil
•
759-1390 .
Open 7 Dears A Week
Your Complete Hams Building Supply Center
*Other Lccations — Benton & Lake City, KY*

•

Priam Good at Murray Store Only
Murray Kum Mon-Fri 7:30 La.-17 pa., Sat. S a.a.4 p.a., Bus. 14 p.a.
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Murray Cablevision to carry broadcast of Royal Wedding
Murray Cablevision
will carry the Lifetime
network's live cablecast
of the Royal Wedding
between Prince Andrew
and Sarah Ferguson on
July 23 from London's
Westminster Abbey on
cable channel 23. British
actress Lynn Redgrave
will host the Lifetime
special from New York,
sharing coverage from
London with the ITV
Network. Coverage
begins at 4:30 a.m. ET
with an in-depth look at
the young royal couple.
The special day winds
up at 11 p.m. ET with a
dramatic portrait of
another royal romance.
the bittersweet story of
Edward. VIII. and M-rs.

celebrating the
glamour, excitement
and piognancy of the
royal romance.
Lifetime will also offer a
free honeymoon/vacation trip to the winner of
the Lifetime's "Honeymoon Holiday." a
chance for a lucky
viewer to journey to the
same honeymoon
destination as the royal
couple.
Lifetime's coverage
begins at 4:30 a.m. ET
from London, with a
special one-hour. inside
look at the lives of
Prince Andrew and
Sarah Ferguson — their
family histories, how
they met and how they
have been preparing for
Simpson.
their wedding day. This
Throughout the day. program and the wedLifetime will in- ding events to follow
tersperse live and taped will be hosted by a
-coverage of Prince An- prestigious team of
drew's nuptials, with British commentators.
dramas, documentaries • This,same team covered
and special events all Prince Charles' Royal

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Mystery virus
causes anguish
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT — I recently
heard of CEBV. What is it?
DEAR READER — Chronic Epstein-Barr virus(CEBV)infection is a
disease that appears to have been
largely ignored by the medical profession. Thousands of people may
have the condition and not know it. It
is a lingering illness that causes fatigue, swollen glands, sore joints, fever, muscle pain, sore throat and loss
of stamina. Some patients experience
depression and memory loss. CEBV
infection can be devastating: aside
from being labeled hypochondriacs,
patients may Ittheir jobs and undergo disruptiof their families.
They lose hope and sometimes are

of the wedding events,
from the royal procession through the streets
of London in gilt and
glass carriages, to the
arrival at Westminster
Abbey, to the actual
wedding ceremony.
From 9 to 11 a.m. ,ET.
Lifetime will return to
its studios to present a
complete wrap-up of the
most important
highlights of the wedding festivities.
Lifetime host Lynn
Redgrave and special
*- celebrity guests will
discuss the morning's
events.
At approximately 11
a.m. ET, Lifetime will
resume coverage from
_London to capture the
live departure of the
Sarah Ferguson and Prince Andrew
newly-married royal
1Vedding to Princess same time, with full
Diana and will provide Efiglish description and
American viewers with commentary.
From 5 to 9 a.m. ET.
a unique opportunity to
see and hear what Bri- Lifetime will present
MADISON, Wis. i AP
tain is seeing at the complete live- coverage
— Comedian David Let-

couple as they exit
Westminster Abbey,
greet the throngs of
well-wishers and depart
for their honeymoon
trip. From noon to 3
p.m. ET. Lifetime will
continue its all-day
celebration of the Royal
Wedding with dramatic
specials and documentaries key to the pageantry of the royal
romance. At 3 p.m. ET.
Lifetime's anchors in
the U.S. will present a
one-hour wrap-around
of all the wedding
events.
From 4 to 6 p.m. ET,
Lifetime will present
the third and final
chapter in its presentation of the mini-series
"Edward and Mrs.
Simpson." starring Ed-

ward Fox and Cynthia
Harris. ths critically.
acclaimed British series
chronicles the dramatic
events leading to Edward VIII's abdication
of the throne for the love
of the Balimore-born
divorcee, Wallis Simpson. Often called "the
love affair of the century," this story has
elements of political intrigue, personal greed
and great romantic
love.
At 6 p.m. .,ET. via
video tape, Lifetime will
repeat its earlier five.
hour live-from-England
coverage of all the
Royal Wedding
festivites and capping
off "The Royal Wedding: A Lifetime
celebration" will be the

repeat showing of the
final episode of "Edward and Mrs. Simpson" from 11 p.m. to 1
a.m. ET.
During the evening,
the winner of Lifetime's
"Honeymoon Holiday"
will be announced.
Selected by a drawing,
the winner and a guest
will be flown to the same
location that Prince Andrew and Sarah have
chosen for their own
honeymoon.
Murray Cablevision
General Manager Vic
Muller said,"We are excited to
bring you
Lifetime's all-day
celebration of this event
and invite Murray
Cablevision viewers -to
tune-in and join us in the
royal festivities.

.•
Letterman declines governor's invitation

afraid of losing their minds.
Epstein-Barr virus often causes an
acute illness in adolescents: infectious
mononucleosis. Apparently, many
people do not suffer such an acute illness or, if they do, it improves and
they go on to have the chronic symptoms of CEBV..The virus is related to
herpes; although it does not cause
blisters, it can exist in a semi-dormant phase within the cells of otherwise healthy people. The initial infection may be as mild as a cold, but if
the virus gains a foothold, it can produce a.lifelong nightmare.
Scientists are puzzled as to why
some patients throw off the infection
and become well, while other people
suffer an incurable, debilitating, recurring disease.
The signs mimic depression and
neurosis; therefore, many CEBV sufferers are.told by their doctors that
the symptoms are all "mental." This
can lead to profound discouragement
and useless visits to psychiatrists.
CEBV infection is difficult to diagnose, but a blood test, called EBV
antibody level, can demonstrate that
the patient is harboring CEBV and is
constantly manufacturing antibody
protein-defenders against the infection. CEBV infection can cause unusual patterns of symptoms, such as
mood' swings, bladder and digestive
problems, odd skin sensations and

personality changes. It can imitate
many diseases. Symptoms can be
mild or violent, periodic or permanent. The disease is not fatal, but
some patients — after years of suffering — choose suicide.
As more physicians become familiar with the affliction, more CEBV
patients will be diagnosed. It is not a
new illness, but is one whose recognition has been delayed. It's time for
CEBV infection to receive this recognition so that medical scientists will
devote research to discovering a preventative or cure and patients will not
continue to experience hopelessness
and endless despair.
There are now more than 100 selfhelp groups for CEBV patients nationwide. Two of the most active are:
The MINANN Foundation (Box 582,
Glenview, IL 60025) and The Tucson
CEBV Support Group(2509 N. Campbell Ave.Suite 91, Tucson, AZ 85719).
Send a self-addressed, stamped envetepe to the groupyou wish to contact.
Dr. Gott's new Health Report on
-lung disease explains the causes and
management of chronic lupg problems. For your copy,send $1 and your
name and address to P.O. Box 2597,
Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be sure to ask
for Dr. Gott's Health Report, LIVING
WITH CHRONIC LUNG DISEASE.
0Ins, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

terman has struck a
sour note by declining
Gov. Anthony S. Farl's
invitation to visit
Wisconsin and tape the
governor singing the
state song. a gubernatorial aide said.
Letterman first asked
Earl to sing "OnWisconsin" on his "Late
Night with David Letterman" last fall.

_
Earl declined, citing
scheduling conflicts.

In May, Earl said he
would sing the song at
the Wausau Celebration, which be•lins July
31, if Letterman would
come and tape it for his
program.

must he in New York.
So Earl's press
secretary, Ronald McCrea. said the governor

won't be singing at the
celebration because
Letterman won't be
there.

CLASSIFIEDS

But ,Letterman's
press representative.
Peter Spivey, said that
was not possible
because Letterman

Nelson's daughter writes biography
AUSTIN, Texas (AP
— Susie Nelson says her
biography of her father.
singer Willie Nelsen. is
the best kind of present
she could give him.
''I want to give Dad
something I have never
been able to give him
before. It will be fun to
give him something
back for all the things
he's given us," she said
of the book she hopes to

title, "You'll Always Be
Just Dad to Me."
"It will be funny, and
everything will be done
In a positive manner,"
said Ms. Nelson, 29.
"It's not a 'Mommie
Dearest' or anything
like that."
•
%Is. Nelson signed a
contract this summer'
with Eakin Publications
in Austin to write the
biography.

Interesting house, Gatesborough, split
level, large shade trees, 1% lot; painted inside and out 1985. Landscaped in 1986
Heating and cooling system new4986:-Vormal living and dining room,eat-in kitchen,
2% bath,3 bedrooms. 2 car garage, den with
fireplace,- gas started. Owner says sell.

*Shroat-Waldrop
Real Estate
207 Maple, Murray, Ky.
Call Pete Waldrop
Office 759-1707
Home 753-7249
Chuck Williams Home 435-4561

'

YOU'RE MY NEW
TUTOR' NOWT, YOU
E\,ER FIND 'ME'

uJELL,THEY HAVE THESE
NUMBERS ON THE FRONT
OF 140U5E5 SEE AND...

2

YOU BETTER COME IN..
iF I HIT YOU OUT HERE,
YOU LL FALL DOWN THE FAIRS'

663

CHAPTER
ONE

The first thin$
a diver need6
to cb ib relax.

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

WHAT DOES
SHE WANT?

A PIECE OF LIVER LIGHTLY
SALITeEP I NI BREAPCRUM116
WITH A SIPE ORDER OF
SHRIMP IN SAUCE

2

KOUNTRY
KURL
School Special
Wolff Bed
150 min. 816.50
GET 1 FREE
300 min. $34.99
GET 2 FREE
600 min. $64.99
GET 3 FREE
753-1701

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

conjunction
41 Mountain
lake
43 Comfort
45 Pecan, e.g.
47 Showering
50 For example:
abbr.
52 Muse of
history
53 Large bird
58 So be it_
- 58 Temporary
shelter: gdit
60 Teutonic'
deity
61 Vegetable
63 Dining
65 Fall flower
66 Steamship:
abbr.
67 Poem

1 Type of cross
4 Glucinium
symbol
6 Hammer
head: pl.
11 Realm13 Native
American
15 Greek letter
16 Flat
19 ninny
21 Danish island
22 Hebrew
month
23 Bears witness
to
26 Newt
29 Crippled
31 Lampreys
33 Babylonian
deity
34 That thing
35 Drunkard
38 Tint
39 Spanish
conjunction
40 Latin

SA I
SE
FARAD
ALLOOS
APIARY
P I
BATTLED
I E
PA
PERT
SELL
LETT
REEF
ALL
ADORE
TRIP
SS
PADS
SLOP
UM go U ERASE
RET
TATS
TUOT
aD A M
LAWS
EL
MA
ITERATE
ER
AL
NES
REGIME
EM
O[aE
STUNT
6 Helmsmen
7 Printers
measure
8 Ms Ferber
9 Zeus
changed her
into stone
10 College exam
12 Negative

DOWN
1 Watch over
2 River in Asia
3 Above
4 Intense
5 River bank

' 2 Ill 4 WI ii7"10

14

11hi
II

iii

WI

18
22

21

IIII
ilia
fil
11 II
11
Mild II
III
ill
ill
II
Mil
id iii II IIIIIIII
IMO id•Mid• dUUUi WI
idid
id
II ill
iii
id
lila

hil

"

prefix
14 Sodium
symbol
17 Gaelic
20 Sweet potato
24 Trial
25 Stallone. to
pals
27 Tolls
28 "A — of Two
Cities"
29 Hold on
property
30 Aleutian
island
32 Observed
36 Paddle
37 Farm
machine
42 River in Africa
44 Put on years
46 Abounds
48 Baseball
teams
49 Specks
51 Tiny insect
54 Repair
55 Force onward
56 Antitank
abbr.
57 Extinct
flightless bird
59 --- Croix
62 Tellurium
symbol
64 Maiden loved
by Zeus

Notice

nARRF:TT S service
Center has heavy duty
Monroe _shucks fur .ShiAti..
200 N. 4th "St . 'Murray.
Ky. 753-6001.
DAMS Cake Hut- when
you need a cake for any
reason call l'am's leike
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy ik moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Their decorat•
ing is superb_ Best of all
their prices are great
So give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
you--did---7-59-4-4402 44-r
437-4455 iiverunits

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

WACO ARP4111.0WAKS
iVERIEN7 10 LUCKY,

o t'i c e

THANK YOU, Calloway
County Class of 1981 for
letting us do your cake for
your class reunion. We
appreciate it. PAM•S
CAKE HUT.

OH,NO!IT'S THE MONDAY
THAT WOOLPN'T PIE!

*MICA,
EOM %NV MHP

N

BARRETT'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21.95 installed. 200 N. 4th St..
Murray, Ky. 753-6001.

THE Gold Nugget, west
side of square.
Mayfield. Ky 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it " Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler
1986 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Medicare is again
changing the PartA deductible and
co-payment
amounts. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In-fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you will have to
pay the first $492.00
before Medicare
pays anything. For
free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4189
"v.,local elAlm
3

Card of Thanks

We wish to thank
the people in Murray and Calloway
County for the
cards. calls and
prayers received
during the illness of
Ralph Bogard.
For
all
your
trucking needs you
can call Ralph at
753-2446.

•
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6. Help Wanted
6. Help Wanted
24. Miscellaneous
32. Apts for Rent
45. Farms for Sale
49
Used Cars
DO you need' a job and
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
EXPE
RIEN
CED
hope for the future? We
POOL table, cue sticks & 1 BR furnished apt., Approx 30 ACRES. some
'78
tobacco
MONTE
cutters
Carlo,
to
all
near
begin
hospital, $145. No timber,
balls. Nights & weekend
now have 5 openings
mostly tillable. 7 power. tilt. cruise. Call CARPET installation.
Wed. 23rd. Call 492-8411 436-2623.
pets please. Call 753professional service
that include training
ALUMINUM
miles north of Murray. 492-8826.
after
noon.
3949
Also repairs. Satisfacand placement. You
PROTECT your in
Male Alaskan
Call 75S-2861.
SERVI
'81
CE CO.
MERCUR
Y
Capri. tion guaranteed. Glenn
may qualify if you don't
vestment put a rubber 2 BP. duplex, appliances 81 ACRE farm with
Aluminum send vinyl
Malamute
have a GED or High 9. Situation Wanted
bed mat in your new furnished. Quiet. nice house. 2 tobacco barns. auto with air, low Bebber 759-1247
siding. Custom trim
mileage. Call 753-4023 CONTRACTORSchool diploma and MAIN
carfrom Kirksey
TENANCE pick-up truck. Stokes neighborhood. No pets. smoke house, garage. after 430p.m.
work. Iltoforoncos.
have been out of school foreman. 10
pentry,
Tractor
753-1319.
painting
Big
or
Central
heat & air. open animal shelter.
yr. exp.. in
Call Will Ed &dirty
GOODLOOKING 1971 small we do it all
9 months or more and industrial
area.
REARS
Cyclone
fence,
7594406.
stream. woods. Has 1.8
maintenance,
Thunderbird. red with Quality work done fur
753-0619
are between ages of 16 & recent recipient
approxim
ately
200 ft. MUR-Cal apts. Nor- acre tobacco base. 50
of Ass.
Reward
white pin stripe. white less. Free estimates
22. Call us at JTPA Deg. in
with gate. Couch. G.E. thwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR. acres presently in corn
electronics with
interior. True -spoke 489-2663
753-9378 Monday-Friday GPA of
MOWING, hauling,
Offered.
3.31. Responsi- electric stove, good Now renting. Equal Immediate possession
wheels. Call 489-2462.
8a.m.-1p.m.
bushes & trees pruned
ble, stable, mature condition. Chest of Housing Opportunity. Call 502-458-0852 or
Call Chuck
or removed, spray un
ASY ASSEMBLY family man, with drawers. 753-9510.
write P.C. Bryant, 2100
759-4984.
ROOFING
wanted weeds. etc Call
WORK! 8714.00 per 100. honorable discharg
753-8850 or
50.Used Trucks
e. SMITH Corona portable NICE 2 BR apt., central Edgeland Ave
759 4808 or " 759 9661 7
Guaranteed payment. vletnam vet, seeks
Metal & Shingles.
electric typewriter, heat & air. No pets. Call Louisville, Ky. 40204.
em1973 CHEVROLET
489-2344
evenings per week.
No sales. Details-- send ployment with good
built-in keyboard cor- 492-8634.
Aluminum & VinVt
pickup. 307 automatic.
stamped envelope: company. Send inODD job specialist,
rections. power return, ONE bedroom. Duplex 46.
Siding.
ps, new paint & new
Homes for Sale
Elan- 332, 3418 En- formation to P.O. Box
ceiling fans. electrical,
pica type. excellent Apartment, near downinterior. Good condiFree estimates.
LOST 9 month old terprise. Ft. Pierce. Fl. 1040-L, Murray,(
plumbing, fencing You
condition. Call 753-1602.
town. $140 pel• month. One 2 BR house with separ- tion. $2450, 753-8124.
Basset Hound, brown, 33482.
name it, I do it You
Call
759-16
g'POP by & see the new year lease. Deposit. No ate efficiency apt. at 403
kepWIL
00
elderly
perhas collar with tag, EXCELLENT Income
buy, I install
S. 8th. both partly 1981 JEEP. $2800. Calf
son in my home. Call
BCS tiller for your fall pets. Call 753-3913.
You
name is "Pochie". Lost for part time home
break, I fix Call 436
furnished. Rental in- 753-5744,
753-0305.
tilling. Stokes tractor. TAKING applicat
Building
ions come, $245.
Sat. night. S. 10th St. assembly work. For
1985
4
WHEEL
drive
2868 evenings
Absentee
Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
Repair 20 years ex
for Section 8. Rent
area. Call. 753-6054 or Info, call 504441-8003 WILL sit with elderly or
WE have a few new 'Subsidized apt: 1. 2 or 3 owner says-- sell at Chevrolet .Scottsdale.. perience. -Roofing -& P.Al NT ING Paper
convalescent in home or
759-4141.
Call
753-0747
Best
offer.
Ext. 8047.
bargain
price. $16,500.
hanging. commerical or
painting, indoor & out
hospital. days & nights
push mowers left at BR. Apply Hilldale
LOST. female Calico
secretarial and will babysit chilbargain prices- includ- Apts., Hardin. Ky. Call Bondurant Realty 1986 FORD Ranger, door. Odd jobs. No job resioentiai Free es
cat. gray/ yellow/ position- typing, filing,
5000
miles. sharp. 602 to small. 474 8057
timates, References 25
dren in my home. ing the new Hi-Wheel Equal Housing 753-3440.
white, Eagle Inn vicin- office procedures a
2 LARGE bedrooms. Main. Call 753-7307.
years experience,
Push! Stokes Tractor Opportunity.
GUTTERING by Sears
ity. No claws on front must, short hand a plus. References. 759-4697.
new carpet, re- 40 FOOT Semi-tractor Sears continuous gut
Tremon Farris 759 1987
753-1319 Industrial Rd.
THREE room furnished
feet. White underbody. Send resume to P.O. WILL sit with elderly
WE have good clean 55 Apartment in Murray. decorated. 403 S. 113th trailer. good for storage. ters installed for your •400F INC; 'Siding,
nights. Call days 437-4580
Tan spot on right Box 596, Murray, Ky.
gal. drums. $6 each. AG Water paid. Air con- St. Call 759-4620 Moving moveable, $800. or best specifictions. Call Concrete work, Ad
nostril. If found please HOUSEKEEPER or after 5 PM 753-4590.
offer. Can be seen behind Sears
must sell.
Brokers, Industrial Rd. ditioned. Call 1-395-5285.
Painting
753 2310 for free ditions
call John or Vicky at needed 2 or ,3 days a Good references.
39.500. THREE bed- Joe Smith Carpet, or call estimate.
753-4533.
General Carpentry
WANTE
762-4819 work or 901-498- week. Must be
D:
Female
room brick with car 753-6660.
de- 15. Articles for Sale
753 8628
HAMILTON Cultured P A Moony
roommate to share port.
8992 home.
pendable & assume all
Two bath, 1 1/2 '71 DODGE van. 318 Marble,
Free Estimates
WASHING machine. 2 14 2 6 . TY-Radio
tops sinks
furnishe
house.
d
Rehousehold remotor. 4 barrel caracre
lot,
garden,
fruit
SEWING Machine Re
years old, Almond colsponsibilities. For inFISHER 19" color T.V. asonable expenses. Re- trees., outside storage. 3 buretor. 3 speed, ;700. panels, custom made
pair All makes and
ored. $125. Call after 6
terview call 753-5141
with stereo. 2 months ferences required. Call miles from town. 121 '73 LTD. 400 motor, vanities. Free Est 753
6
Help Wanted
models. Home & In
pm, 753-3892.
old. Call after 5p.m. 759-4011.
after 7p.m.
South on right. Look for good fishing car, $300 9400.
dustrial. Bag closing
HOUSE building, re
762-6105.
firm.
See
Century
at
IMMEDIATE opening.
21
309
Loretta
Apt-E.
Jobs
34. Houses for Rent
modeling, storage machines. Also scissor
Realtors sign or call corner of S 5th & Elm.
100.000 watt FM station
sharpening. 40 yrs.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
3 BR brick home. Call James Hart at 753-1492.
is seeking account exWEST Ky. Allied Ser- buildings, driveway experien
ce. All work
ecutive for Murray.
3 BEDROOM house east vice Inc. has for sale of sealing. For all your guaranteed. Kenneth
12x50 CENTRAIL. in- 759-1503.
Mayfield & Bekton
sulated, pinning, more. 3 BR house at Pan- of Murray. Owner 1977 Ford Econoline building & home repairs Barnhill,
753 2674
areas, full-time. Sales
Excellent condition. arama Shores. $230 per transferred. Must sell. Van. The van has been call Duncan's Con
•
Neat in
month. Call 443-9960 Mid-20's. Call 443-9960 painted last year. inside struction 474-8000.
experience preferred.
Reduced. Call 354-6717.
Prior radio sales a plus.
& out, a rebuilt engine INSULATION blown in
after 6p.m.
appearance.
12x60. 2 BR, in Fox after 6p.m. or 753-6531.
For confidential interMeadows. excellent 4 BR, 2 bath, $250 a 3 BR. 1 bath, carport & and transmission with by Sears. TVA ap
Individual
view phone 502-886-1100
condition. Moving must month unfurnished, $325 breeze way, new vinyl approximately 50.000 proved. Save on those
training provided.
Mon.-Fri. 8a.m.-5p.m.,
sell. Call 759-9890 or furnished, plus deposit. siding, roof. furnace & miles on them. The van high heating and cool
No indoor pets. Availa- sewer lines. 1627 Miller.
ask for sales manager.
has 124.641 miles on it, ing bills. Call. Sears
Move up at
753-5944.,
ble August. 247-3765.
EOE.
good tires, no air or 7532310 for free
12x60,
3
BR.
2
2
bath,
BR
own pace.
mobile
central
BIG
LOOKING for rehome with 6 lots, in Ky. 5 ROOM house, bath,' heat & air, brick house power. The van runs estimate
sponsible, motivated
Installing
city
Lake Developement. utility. City water. Re- on a well shaded 3/4 good. It may be seen on J.L. McKnight & Sons
cosmetologist, some
ferences. Responsible acre lot. Close to North 8th 8r James St.. Sawmill on Poor Farm
Phone 436-2532.
sewer,
water lines
Mayfield,
KY.
Rd.
clientele required. Low
We
couples.
Buyer
have
of
No pets. Near Elementary. S43.000.
standing
1973 2 BR, 12865 Holly
& septic tanks. All
on file a minimum timber. Call 753 7528.
rent rates available.
Park with tip-out, to be Murray. References. Call 753-7870 for an
acceptab
le
$185.
bid.
Some benefits. ExcelMail
753-7551.
types backhoe
JOINER'S complete
'
appointment.
moved. $6000. Call 753EXECUTIVE style 481 S. 10th, 2 BED- your bid to: West Ky. tree service, 32 yrs.
3000 GOVERNMENT lent business opportun9873 or 436-5836.
work.
Allied Services Inc.. experience.
ity for motivated inj o' b s 1 i s.t
Also,
11375, '12x65, ARBOR, hquse In nice neighbor- ROOM. new carpet. P.O. Box
738.
divkdual.
Mayfield,
Send resume$16,040-$59,230/,yr. Now
•stUrnps mechanically
mobile home, excellent hood, close to Univers- drapes, stove, ref., KY.' 42060
Atten. Jerry removed 10" below
Hiring. Call 8W687-6000. P.O. Box .1 04 0 - K .
condition, new carpet, ity. $495. Call 753-4109, carport, attached bldg.. Wells or
30 Years Experience
call
247-4046
Murray.
if surface. Call 753 0366.
Ky.
' Ext. R-7777.
large lot, fenced in. Call
washer and dryer. Call 762-6650 or 436-2844.
you
seek
addition
al
FEMALE wanted to 759-4620. Moving must
'3000 GOVERNMENT NEED help cutting
LEE'S CARPET sTump REMOVAL
759-9430 after 5pm.
information.. Final date
jo'bslist . tobacco starting Wed.
-CLEANING. For all SERV,ICE
1981 14870, 2 BR, 2 bath. share nice fully furnished sell. '
for
bid
is
July
25.
$16.040-$59.230/yr. Now August 23rd. Call 492your carpe/ & upholst
Mechanically removed
8 ft. ceilings: dis- house located near Un- ATTRACTIVE-• 3. bed• Hiring. Call 805-687-6000. 8790.
ery cleaning. For a free 10 inches below th'e
hwasher, alinond ap- iversity Inn. Call after,4 room, quiet residential
16. Home Furnishings
.51
pm.
NEED weekend care
.
753-4101.
Camp
Ext. R-7777.
ers
estimate
street,
call 753.5827. ,surface. no - qamage td
well kept
pliances, central heat &
giver. Friday p.m. WHIRLPOOL air, house
surrounding lawn
type win- FOR rent- you live in neighborhood. TVA 16 KLASSIC camper. Satisfied references
MICROWAVE ovens as dows,
through
Sunday
house
p.m.
make
approved
payment
insulation, re- good condition, sleeps 4. LICENSED Electrician 'Larry Wood 753 0211.
AIRLINE jobs 117.800 to
wood siding &
low as $4 per week; 25"
Some
lifting
for
involved.
1/2*
ownership
decora
. -Why
ted, carpet stove, sink, porta potty. for residential and SUMMER is the time to
underpinning. shingled
$68.500/year. now hirMagnavox color TV as house
throughout, new roof, air condition. Priced to commercial. Heating either deadwood" or
ing. Call Job Line Pay $90. Call 753-0251.
type roof, por- rent. 753-0430.
low
as
$7
per
RN
week;
or
LPN
large
position
yard. Mid $30's. sell. 436-2858.'
is
ches. barn style wood
and air condition, gas remove - diseased an
1-518-459-3535 Ext A-827
available for 11 to 7 Whirlpool automatic storage building in- 36. for Rent or Lease
753-4843 or 492-8485.
For info. 24HFtS.
. or unwantec trees
24' TRAVEL trailer, full installation and repair.
washer
as
low
as
$6
per
shift.
Employe
e would
cluded. Excellent con- TRAILER space for BY owner- 3 bdrm.. 1 rear bath, twin beds, air Phone 753 7201
CHRISTIAN babysitter
For, all your needs call
week;
Whirlpoo
l
rebe
schedule
d Monday
dition. $14,000. See at rent 6 miles east of bath. garage, 18' pool. and awnings, extra clean. MITCHE)..L Paving
Boyers Tree Service
needed part time for
frigerator as low as $8 E-24
Fox Meadows or Murray. Call 753-4549 or large deck, wood stove, Call 436-2869.
Commercial, re
the profest;onais at
kindergarten child for through Friday with per week
Goodyea
r
every
weekend
off.
paneled bsmt. Reduced PICKU
call 753-7840 after 4p.m.
753-6612.
half-day. 7:15-12:00.
P camper. sidential. Large or 753 0338
753-0595.
to 36,000. Call 753-9553
1982 14x70. 2 large
starting Aug. 18th. Excellent salary & beT
p ie
Rie
EErerr
stove. refrigerator. small. 30 years ex
WoOvaR.K topCponrn .
nefits.
37.
Livestock-Sup
Apply in person 19.
plies
CEDAR LOG HOMES. electric monomatic perience. Call 753 1537
bedrooms. 2 full baths.
Some light housekeepFarm Equipment
g
at
Care
Inn, Mayfield,
large kitchen and Ring SIMMENTAL and Northern white cedar. toilet. intercom. Call MOBILE HOME tr.mming, stumps
ing. Must have own
4-WHEEL trailer, ex- room, newly decorated
transportation. Re- or call 247-0200.
. Simbrah bulls. Per- No rot, no bugs. You 436-2879.
Specialist Repair and
mechanically removed
formance & semen build or we build.
fe-renees required: If WE are presently seek- tremely heavy duly. Call 489-2813.
preventative mainten
Experiencrc-Larry
ing qualified applicants Call 436-2879.
interested call 753-1490.
- 1986 CAVALIER 14x66. tested. Excellent qual- 901.644-9052 Brenda 52. Boats -Motors
ance. Roofs, floors, • Wood 753 0211
for an accounting posi3 BR. 2 full baths. ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, Munson.
WET BASEMENT) Wc,
20. Sports Equipment
SUPER Fishing Rig plumbing, wiring
Ky.
522-8794.
furnished
DENTAL assistant. No tion. Applicant must
Moving,
make wet basements
LOG home on Ky. Lake, boat, motor, trailer. hurricane straps. 759
experience necessary. have a BS in either CAMOUFLAGE army must sell. 435-4365.
dry Work completely
approximately 2625 sq. depth finder & trolling 4850.
Send resume to P.O. Business Administra- pants. rt.' 100 cotton for SEVERAL 10' & 12' 38. Pets-Supplies
Ca;. or
ft., 2 story with full motor. 15 ft. Rich Line. MOODY'S Mower guaranteea
Box 1040-F, Murray, tion or Accounting and a warm weather wear. mobile homes. Ideal for ARC Chihuahua, black,
18 horse Evinrude, Repair
pickup and write Morgan Con
basement, large deck
minimum of 3 years Jerry's Sporting Goods.
female,
$100.
Ky.
Call
759lake or rental, furnished
All work struction Co. RI 2 Box
porch. Extra lot. Great electric starter. carpet delivery
working experience in Mayfield, Ky. 247-4704.
or unfurnished. AC. 1322.
409A, Paducah
house for large family. & 3 swivel Astroglass guaranteed Cali 753
KY
related field. We offer LARGE tent. Winche- Negotiabl
AKC
German
e. 753-5209.
42001 or call 1 442 7026
5668
Must sell. 436 2573 after seats. 753-3233.
an excellent compensa- ster Winlite shotgun.
Shepherds. adult and
WILL
tion package which Leaf mulcher. Sears 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
do bushhogging
puppies. Free ob- 8p.m. or weekends
and order gardens Ca.!
includes salary and our mower trailer. Taylor
edience training with REDUCED for quick 53 Services Offered
2
3
OR
BR,
furnished
or
753 8590
fringe benefit package. burner plus driver.
Professional
Pelz unfurnished. some new purchase of AKC sale- 2 bedroom brick
Send resume to: putter. 753-7410.
WILL do plumb ,no.
Australian cattle dogs. house, newly decorated
Telephone Sales
Quick,
Clean
Neat
&
furniture
,
natural
gas.
Paschall Truck Lines, RILk
heating. air cond
screening af electric, air con- Boarding available. 629 S. 4th St. Priced in
Estimate
Free
s
Easy Script
Inc.. Route 4. Murray. Faye'spainting. carpentry &
the low 30's. Call 753
T's. sweats. ditioned. Shady Oaks Call 436-2858.
Work Guaranteed
KY 42071. Attn: Linda caps, polos,
roofing Also, eaut stuff
Call 753-4153
uniforms, 753-5209.
bOG boarding. Ob- 6612 or 753-5200.
Waugh.
8
753 clean
753-2926
96
up. Free est
SECLUDED 3 bedroom,
jackets. 514 Main. 753- NICE
2 BR trailer. near edience training. ARC
2 bath, brick home on 15
7743
Murray. No pets. Call German Shepherds.
ARC Australian Cattle acres, 8 miles east.. of
489-2611.
24. Miscellaneous
Murray. $84,500. Phone
dogs. 436-2858.
POMERANION puppies. 436-5574.
4- FOUR wheel drive 30. Business Rentals
ARC registered, color
truck tires, $500. Call FOR rent- clean-u
p Sable, 8 weeks
753-0747.
old. (200. 47.
Heavy Equipshop on Story Ave., next
Motorcycles
ALMOST new regular to Boones Laundry. $200 Call 382-2865.
ment Operator Mechanic
1986
HONDA
WHITE,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
250R 3.
small
Pekinese
size bed spreads, pillow as is. 753-3018.
dog, male. Best offer. wheeler, like new. Call
shams and curtains in OFFICE space
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
&
in Call 753-3588.
after 4p.m. 753-5624.
light green. Call 759-1048.
Southside Shopping
°vitt
SHARP,
1985 Honda
leather ready Center. Call 753-4509.
20 PEARS
43. Real Estate
Rebel. Call 753-8850 or
•
lift chair, reclines and 753-6612.
EXPERIENCE
2 MEN want to do yard
GOVERN
489-2344.
MENT homes
ask for Chuck,
LI DEOTO
S A•
O
P ACNAEIE
s
•N
has- hand belt operation.
P.M.
work.
Tree
trimming
,
4:"RAWISET
DOORS
from $1 ill repair).
approx 5 mo old, like new.
removal
COMME
of
unwante
RCIAL
Cherry
•
Walnut
•
Oak
d
•
•
Bach
Delinquent_._tax pro- 4 9 . Used Cars
MO or..best offer_ Call
GUNCASES • MANTLES • B001(CASES a
AreeS-& thfubbery. MOW •
perty. Repossessions.
489-3296. •
BUILDING
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Call 805-687-6000 Ext. 1967 GTO, new paint. yards. light hauling &
GLASS- insulated.
FURNITURE
•
BUILT
CUSTOM
& FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
Beautiful decorated
H-8155 for current repo rebuilt original. 400 big wood for sale. Free
•
•
COMPETITIVE PIECES Drop By a Soo Our Display
double paned, tempered
block.
estimate
602
753-0680
s.
Main,
or
list.
building, fully
& tinted, various sizes &
OOOOOOOOO
OOOO•
Sunbur
O
Circle
753-7307.
759:1683.
409
y
•
kOPPERUD Realty
shapes. ideal for green
•••••••• OOOOOOO
carpeted, walls
ALL type masonry
offers a complete range 1971 VOLKSWAGON
house etc. Call 436-2165
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
of Real Estate services Super Beetle, very good work, block, brick.
carpeted
mirror
&
or after 5p.m. 436-2115.
Gold
SNyer
with a wide selection of condition. Call after concrete. driveways.
GRASS is growing &
lined 30x90.
sidewalks. patios. house
..14:41,
1
, 01k410
Closed
'1
quality
home in the city 4p.m. 753-5624.
Closed
will continue to grow
115 South 13th Street --s
1072 PONTAIC La Mans. foundations, new
Ayaiable
now.
in
8r
the
county.
All
Yesterday 354.70 Yesterday
this summer! Swap for
5.05
chimney
chimney
or
s
Murray. Kentucky 4207r.
price ranges. Phone 350 cu in engine, excellent
•
a new *heel horse now.
Reasonable rent,
Opened
Opened
repair. 25 years ex•
502-753-3492
753-1222 for courteous. condition. Call 753-8904.
Prices will never be
Today
perienc
354.70 Today
e-.
Free esCollege
5.00
1973
Campus.
PONTIA
competen
t
C
Real
BonEstate
lower! Instant credit!
Unchanged
service. We make buy- neville. 82.000 miles. timates. Call Charles
Down
.06
90 days same as cash!
Call 753-2967. ing
Barnett 753-5476.
& selling Real Call 753-5233 after 6p.m
Stokes Tractor. IndustCompliments of
APPLIANCE
Estate
eas
e
x
l9
I_PL.Y_51.
0....L.`
7
rial Rd. 153-1319.
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
Mr% AYShores Volare wagon, blue, ps, SERVICE. Reiniiir
•4r
IT'S not to early to think 32. Apts for Rent area,
713 S. 120, Murray, Ky. 42071
Hwy. 280. Lake pb. air. auto. $600 or Westinghouse.
about your chain saw
Whirlpool. 23 years
753 7113
o.b.o.
view,
Call
759-1758.
2
BR
house;
3
BR
apt.,
baths,
2
needs for fall wood
Considering everything you go
We buy Gold. Silyer & Diamonds
139.000. 615-331-6066.
1977 PLYMOUTH Sporf experience. Parts and
cutting! See us at central heat 8r air
We loon money on anything of stall,
service. Bobby Hopper.
through daily, who deserves a
water
Fury.
furnishe
LAKEW
motor,
318
Shores.
d.
AY
ps. pb.
No
Stokes Tractor, IndustHo,,,'.
10 6 Doolv
Closed Soodoy
pets please. Call 753- lake view cottage. 2 BR. good transportation. Bob's Appliance SerREGENCY SPA
rial Rd. 753-1319.
New paint. $700 Call vice. 202 S. 5th St
821.000. 615-331-6066.
LARGE, large, large 3949.
more than you?
Business 753-4872. 436753-4530.
selection of storage
5848 'home).
1977
PONTIAC Grand
buildings in stock for
Prix, fully equipped. APPLIANCE repair.
immediate delivery.
washers- dryers.
Regional office of a notional company
Call 762-6105 after 5p.m.
Acree Portable
refrigerators, ranges.
is seeking an ambitious career-oriented per1978 CUTLASS Supreme
Buildings:- Mayfield.
air cond. George Hodge
Brougham, Am.:FM
son who can be groomed for sales (
1
& Son. 10 Dixieland
stereo.
LIFE
air,
tilt.
$1800
lined
drapes
green
.
Shopping Center 753management. This individual must be
Call 753-0567.
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
for patio door. Also.
4669_
people-oriented, able to efficiently budget
1980 VOLKSWAGON APPLIAN
matching drapes for
INTENSIVE CARE
CE REPAIR:
Rabbit Call 759-4488.
time and accept the responsibility of
short window. Green
Factory authorized for
HEALTH
1981
FORD
carpet
12x16.
Grenada
Call
. Tappan. Kelvinator and
established accounts. A rapid growth situa436-5503.
ps. pb, factory air. Brown Service on gas
tion necessitates this opening. For personal
Comer 13th & Poplar
excellent condition
NEW Tandy DMP 106
and electric ranges,
confidential interview, call:
Phone 753-4417.
printer, $150 Vertical
115 South 13th
microwbves. disgrand piano, $450. Call
1982 CADILLAC Seville
h washers. re Murray, Ky. 42071
Personnel at 1400-432-7221
759-1322.
Elegante, 4 -door, frigerators. etc Earl
(502) 753 6202
AM 'FM stereo cass- Lovett. 354-6956 or 753NEW residential wood
ette, 50,000 actual miles. 5341.
raised panel overhead
Call 753-9240.
door. 16x7 at $289. Good
DAVE'S Window
used wood residential
1084 BUICK Regal Sport Cleaning Residential.
overhead door, 8x7 at
Grand National Edition, commercial. one & two
14.000 miles Loaded Call story References. 10',
$50 New heavy duty
753-1224 before 3 pm.
commercial wood
Senior Citizen discount
overhead door. 8ift at
1994 CAMARO Z28, 7534673 Or 436-5836
$289 New commercial
32.000 miles. loaded. PENCE sales at Sears
TOMMY
fiberglass overhead
Nights & weekend 436- now Call Sears 753-2310
door 12x8 at $500. New
0,,•41623.
for free estimate for
•
commercial aluminum,
1984 DATSUN 3002X.
our needs
storefront entrance
blue, ac. am/fm
ENERAL HOM
with 3x7 door at 431Xl
stereo, 14,000 actual REPAIR. 15 years exWe can arrange inmiles. Call 753-9240.
perience. Carpentry.
stallation for any of
(502) 753-3299
1985 MONTE Carlo SS. concrete. plumbing.
these. 365-7940 days.
silver. low mileage. roofing, siding NO JOB
Norman RockweN Calendars - Balloons
522-7739 evenings &
excellent condition Call TO SMALL Free esPens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
weekends
Malcolm
753-1462 before 4p m
timates. Days 753-8973.
rigert
4000 Spocialty itSms to choose from
and 436-2237 after 4p m
nights 474-2276
5

Lost and

Found

MISSING

Tr-rceRAL

FOR SALE

5 People
For Positions

Sawmill slabs,
perfect for tobacco firing. $5.00
per bundle. 3
bundles will make
a
truck load.
Call before coming
to make sure there
will be someone to
load you.
Robert Cantrell
Palmersyile, Tenn.
901-822-3685

Call 759-4097
Wednesday

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

Immediate
Openings

ROOFING

SMALL
CARPENTRY

JOB OPENING

The City of Murray will accept applications for the position of
until July
31, 1986. Applications with job description may be obtained at the City Clerk's
Office, Monday through Friday, 8:00
A.M. - 5
The City of Murray is a
Equal Opportunity Employer operating
under an Affirmative Action Plan.

Orruor.s

753-9440

nROWN

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

MARKETING TRAINEE

;;

Murray Calloway Transit
Authority is now scheduling
for Robertson Kindergarten. If
your child needs transporta-tion for morning or afternoon
kindergarten call Sue Morris at
the Transit Office 753-9725
for information.

Now Taking
Applications For
Motor Route
Carriers
Must have
driver's license
and good
reliable vehicle.

• Apply in person iot
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

Hopkins Insurance Agency

SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW

• Specialty Advertising

•
6

•••
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Conrail reacts angrily to proposal

Your Individual
Horoscope

Senator suggests rail funds could help NASA

Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 23, 1986
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
▪
Curb a tendency to worry. Solutions are forthcoming. Evening may
bring a glamorous party. Career gains
are made now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Make an important domestic decision. Friendliness and tact work best
with someone who has upset you.
Romance is highlighted.- Go out
tonight.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A new approach is needed about a
career concern. Buying and selling
are favored. Home entertaining
would be a plus tonight. Romance is
likely.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
416
A work problem may have you
stymied for a while. Some relaxation
in the afternoon would be good for
you. Your love life should blossom
this evening.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You're quite articulate now, but be
sure to be on top of your facts.
Romance may come through the job.
Business and pleasure go together
well.
/tit

VIRGO
sit
(Aug.23 to Sept_22)
family
Research is favored. A
problem concerns you. You'll get a
valuable lift from dating tonight. The
night time is made for merriment and
romance.

LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Some work delays are to be
expected now, but still you will make
important progress. Tonight belongs
to your nearest and dearest. Accent
togetherness.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Business negotiations are favored.
A money concern shouldn't crimp
your style. Accept invitations as new
romance is on your horizon.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
News comes from afar. It's a good
time to deal with agents and representatives. Ease up on a family
member. Business and social life mix.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Handle bank and investments concerns. Don't dwell on the past. The
future is right now. Both matters of
travel and friendship are happily
accented.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Listen to what a partner has to say.
A career matter is brought to completion. Intimate twosomes are favored
over the social scene after dark.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
sow
Efficiency improves on the job, but
it's not the time to ask favors of
higher-ups. It should be a delightful
evening for you socially.
YOU BORN TODAY are ambitious
but inclined to be impatient. You
must keep plugging when the going
gets rough.

WASHINGTON (AP — Conrail is reacting angrily to a proposal by Senate Commerce
Committee Chairman John Danforth to tap $450 million of the
government-owned railroad's

funds to help the nation's space
program.
The idea behind Danforth's
proposal. which is to be formally
presented during a committee
meetivw Wedne•clav, is to help

the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration meet expected budget restraints and
take advantage of Conrail's profitability, said a committee aide
speaking on condition of

BPW SCHOLARSHIPS — Margaret Yuill, scholarship chairman of the Murray Business and Professional Women, is pictured with scholarship recipients Mitzi McDougal, a Murray High graduate, and
Amberly Moss of Calloway county High School. The scholarship is for students who plan to attend Murray State University and who show citizenship and character by contributions to their schools and
community.

anonymity.
Seeking to head off the
maneuver, Conrail issued a
lengthy statement Monday in
opposition.
"Conrail management is opposed to action to take funds
from Conrail cash for the purpose noted — to transfer monies
from one government entity to
another government organization," the statement said.
The railroad said the plan was
a denial of due process and
violated a financing agreement
between Conrail and the government that "spells out in
elaborate detail when payments
on the Conrail securities that the
government holds are due."
"Any funds the Congress
thinks it is transferring to NASA
will never get to NASA because
of these legal flaws," Conrail
said.
The Department of Transportation owns 85 percent of Conrail. DOT had no immediate
comment on Danforth's proposal, said Wendy DeMocker of
the Federal Railroad Administration, part of DOT. But
the department has held
previously that excess Conrail
cash belongs to the government.
Under the proposal by Danforth, R-Mo., $450 million would
be made available to NASA,
while another $10 million of Conrail funds would be used for

other government purposes as
part of the budget reconciliation
process, the committee said.
Conrail was created by the
federal government on April 1,
1976, from the bankrupt shells of
the Penn Central and other rail
lines. It turned its first profit in
the second quarter of 1979, and
now reports a cash balance of
about $1 billion. It earned $440
million last year.
The Reagan administration
has been trying since early last .
year to get the government out
of the rail business by selling-its
interest in Conrail to Norfolk
Southern Corp. Danforth's committee backed that plan, which
passed the Senate in February
but remains stalled in the
House.

THE ACES®
BOBBY WOLFF
"It's a good thing to have people size
ye up wrong; whin they've got ye'er
measure ye'er in danger."
— Finley Peter Dunne.

a

Today's result was a product of
some good defense and some not so
good declarer play. Study how the
play went to see if you can detect
how South steered East to the winning play.
West led the heart six and South
let the lead ride to his 10. A diamond
was led to dummy's queen and
East's ace, and East found the killing shift of a low spade. South
ducked to West's king, West returned a spade, East covered dummy's spot and South was forced to
win his ace. A second diamond was
won by West's king, and a third
spade lead picked up dummy's J-9
to beat the game one trick.
Good shift by East for sure, but
where did South go wrong?
Instead of letting the opening
lead ride to his 10, South should
have put in dummy's queen. Now
when East wins the first diamond,
he may well return West's lead, hoping that West has stronger hearts.
Without the damaging spade shift,
South maintains control. He has
time to knock out West's diamond
king, and instead of one down,South
earns himself an overtrick.
NORTH 7-22-A
•J 9 7 2
•A Q 5
•Q J 6
•Q J 5

New Cambridge:
Itfil blow away

your generic brand!
Test fern
yourself.
Regular& Menthol,
Kings & 100S

WEST
•K 6 5

•Q 108 3

•K8 7 6 2
•K 4 2
47 3

94
•A 3
•9 8 6 4 2

EAST

SOUTH

4A 4
•J 10 3
•10 9 8 7 5
4 A K 10
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
e•-•

1
I

28200 112259

•

$1Q-Q OFF
on a carton of

Cambridge

Mir suggested regal price
1/ mg tar 0 9 mg nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method

Taste breakthrough,
generic price!
•

C Ph‘p Morns Inc 1966

Now

^F
I

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
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ANSWER: Pass. Let well enough

alone. Do not try to improve matters by bidding a non-forcing two
clubs.
load bridge "mellow to The ACM, P.O Bo:
121113, Dallas, Tams 71221, with eatteddrowed,
stamped weveiope for repay

1
-01•1111111111••••

PC

North
East
1•
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead: Heart six
Pass
Pass

•Q 108 3
V 94
•A 3
•9 8 6 4 2

—

vs.
ox•
Ka.

"10 4101.0•#.

1•
1 NT

BID WITH THE ACES
7-22-B
South holds:

you sw• to t•••••••••
441, ..1••••.
•-•1••."MR.,* .1..0
; +.1.•

•

• .^
,
A1tt/ 0
"
,
^04.
411,
;3
7

6,141,4

CUP ONE OF
THESE COUPONS

The bidding:
South West

SIB

